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A new year beckons
It’s tempting to think we’ve got a handle on life. But as Brexit, Boris and our
Olympic triumphs proved, a lot can happen in a year!
The same is true in the world of travel. Jaded writers may complain every corner
of the globe has been discovered and explored, but this issue of Compass
offers a straightforward rebuttal. We journey to Iran (p56), a civilisation most of
us know only through Persian myth and legend. And Sudan (p44), an ancient,
beautiful country in its tourism infancy. Burma (p36) is a relatively new destination
for tourists too: its dazzling temples and colourful river markets are the very
definition of exotic.
Seemingly at the other end of the spectrum, former Coast presenter and the
Royal Geographical Society’s new president, Nicholas Crane (p12) opens our
eyes to the fascinating forces that forged Britain. And novelist Victoria Hislop
(p98) takes a dreamily idyllic Giant Leap to Greece.
We’ve plenty of travel news, reviews and articles – not to mention competitions!
– to keep you going through the dark winter days. We may even inspire you to
go on an adventure of your own? Please write and tell us about it, we always love
to hear from you.
Wishing you Season’s Greetings from us all at Cox & Kings.

To ensure your free copy
of Compass, please email
compass@coxandkings.co.uk,
stating your name, postal address and email,
or call 020 7873 5006

Jennifer Cox
Editor

Compass is published twice a year by
Cox & Kings Travel Ltd.
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Historian, guide lecturer and
tour leader, Hilary has wide
ranging interests from the
ancient world in central and south Asia
to gardens, politics and music. As the coauthor of the Bradt Iran Guide, she looks at
the reasons why we should all be visiting
Iran (p56).
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Andrew’s books include Nelson: Britannia’s
God of War, Admirals: The Naval
Commanders Who Made Britain Great and
Franklin: Tragic Hero of Polar Exploration.
His highly successful history of the British
Navy, War at Sea, was broadcast on BBC
Two. In this issue, he discusses desert
islands and isolation in Compass Points
(p92).

Nigel Tisdall
Award-winning travel writer
Nigel is a regular contributor
to the Daily Telegraph, Sunday Telegraph
and Financial Times. He has also written
many travel features for magazines
including Elle, Red, Vanity Fair and Condé
Nast Traveller. In this Compass issue,
Nigel takes to the River Chindwin in Burma
(p36).
Visit nigeltisdall.com
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Picchu to trekking the Great
Wall of China, Rishika has
been jet setting since before her first
birthday. Part of the Visit England team,
she took a seven-month sabbatical tour
of Latin America, journeying from Cuba
to Brazil. In this issue she tells us of her
travels in Peru (p24).
Follow her adventures at home and afar on
Instagram: @missrishikasharma.
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LETTERS

Dear

Compass...
Y

Dear Compass,

STAR LETTER

Dear Compass,
I thoroughly enjoyed Levison Woods’ account of his teenage Gap Year in One
Giant Leap (Compass, summer 2016). I was particularly struck by his comment:
“I got off the plane, found a youth hostel, and thought “What do I do now?” I was
terrified’. I had a similar experience on my first big trip – travelling across India in
my 20s. That’s the shockingly wonderful thing about travel: you don’t realise how
small your life is until you step out of your comfort zone into the big wide world!
William Saunders, London

I need to thank you for your Behind the
Scenes feature on Greasby’s, the lost
property auctioneers. It was the first I’d
heard of them, but living not far from their
Tooting saleroom, I thought I should take
a look. I came away with a fine set of golf
clubs, which I had intended to give my
grandson to get him started in the game.
However, when I got them home, I was
so taken with the nearly new set that I
decided to hang on to them and, to my
delight, discovered that these hi-tech clubs
added 20 yards onto my drives and got me
putting like Ballesteros. My regular playing
partner, Brian, is less than chuffed despite
the fact that he’s always buying himself the
latest state-of-the-art kit!
Norman Close, Merton

Dear Compass,

Dear Compass,

We’re really enjoying your new caption
competition – it gets the whole family
involved! If we don’t win the gin this time
around then we’ll certainly get our thinking
caps on for the next caption challenge –
please keep it running!

I’ve recently returned from a trip to
Vietnam. I just thought to add a further
suggestion to Max Wooldridge’s article Bay
of Wonders in the summer issue.

Margaret Beckett, Somerset

Dear editor,
Thumbs up to your additional feature on
short breaks in the latest issue of Compass
(issue 24). I’m always racking my brains on
where to go for a quick getaway. Helpful
to get some ideas from the experts! I’ve
now booked to go to Malaga for some
autumn sunshine – it never occurred to me
as a cultural city break. Looking forward to
exploring the new museum openings.
Regards,
Zoe Campbell, Cumbria
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Besides the bustle of Hanoi and the
unearthly ambience of Halong Bay, I would
also recommend taking a bamboo boat
ride through the limestone karst caves and
mountains at Trang An near Ninh Binh, just
2-3 hours south of Hanoi. We were steered
by a very dexterous Vietnamese woman
who used both her hands and her feet to
guide the boat. Be warned that the caves
are very low and you have to bend down
to avoid a knock on the head!

Thank you to all of you who got into
the spirit of Mindfulness and sent us
your colourings of the Taj Mahal, as
featured on pages 78-79 of the last issue.
Congratulations to the winner, Sharon
Martin, for her beautiful illustration.
She will receive a copy of Ultimate
Travelist Colouring Book (Lonely Planet,
£9.99) to continue her lovely work.

James Goodman, London
Write to Compass
We love to hear from our readers. To
submit your own letter for publication,
please write to
compassletters@coxandkings.co.uk.

Caption

Competition
Yet again, we were delighted to receive
a huge number of entries to our caption
competition. The winner for the summer
issue is … Mr David Tyler. Congratulations
Mr Tyler, we hope you will enjoy your
commemorative bottle of Sipsmith’s gin!

s
“...but I wa
il’
v
E
o
‘Hear N
!”
last time

To those of you who didn’t win, thank you
for taking the time to enter and adding a
little laughter to our day. Don’t be dispirited
though (no pun intended), why not have
another (wise)crack – send an amusing
caption to accompany the image below
(10 words maximum) to:
compassletters@coxandkings.co.uk
The winner will receive a £100 Bob Books
voucher, allowing you to transform your
travel photos into professionally printed
and bound photo books.
Visit bobbooks.co.uk to learn more.
Terms and conditions
Voucher will be valid for photo books only, not for
presentation boxes, P&P, Design Service costs, gift
vouchers or Bob Bookshop orders. Expires 31 July
2017. Please allow 10-12 working days for production
and delivery of photographic paper products and
large format books. Delivery times for locations
outside of the UK will be longer. Voucher cannot
be combined with any other offer and cannot be
applied retrospectively.
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NEW
DIRECTIONS
Nigel Hosking leads the team responsible for creating Cox & Kings’ range
of exciting travel experiences. Here he takes his top pick from an array of
sensational new tours for 2017.

INDIAN SUBCONTINENT
Sri Lanka Family Adventure
In many ways still an undiscovered gem,
Sri Lanka is a spectacular destination,
rich with remarkable cultural sites as
well as truly striking landscapes, from
dense jungles to rolling hillsides of
tea plantations. The island has much
to appeal to families, with a wealth of
activities including whale watching,
cycling, snorkelling, elephant back rides
and explorations of lost cities, ruined
palaces and cave temples. Not to
mention a stunning coastline with palmfringed sands.

FAR EAST
Tracks Across Taiwan
Taiwan’s modern, efficient rail system
links most large towns and cities
providing a comfortable way to enjoy
the mountainous landscapes, striking
coastline and magnificent countryside.
Highlights include the dynamic capital
Taipei, the cultural centre of Tainan and
rugged Alishan, with the beautiful ‘sea
of cloud’ hugging the contours of Mount
Jade. Our new journey combines the
excellent high-speed network with local
trains passing through dense forests and
dramatic mountain scenery.

Sri Lanka Family Adventure is available
as a private tour – 14 Days & 12 Nights
from £2,935

Taiwan by Rail is available as a private
tour – 12 Days & 10 Nights from £3,225

CANADA
Birds, Bears & Belugas
This Arctic adventure is based in
a remote, wilderness lodge on
the Hudson Bay coast, 60km from
civilisation. Daily excursions in a
small group (maximum 16) provide
the chance to see polar bears,
beluga whales, wolves and moose,
together with some stunning
landscapes and (no promises but...)
perhaps even the northern lights.

Birds, Bears & Belugas is available
as a non-exclusive group tour –
8 Days & 7 Nights from £6,995

American bald eagle, Canada

Sigiriya, Sri Lanka
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Polar bear and cubs, Canada

NEW DIRECTIONS

ART TOURS
Art of the Russian Revolution
Marking the centenary of the
Russian Revolution, our expertled tour visits the key sites and
galleries, focusing on the fascinating
art inspired by the Bolshevik
seizure of power in 1917. This tour
complements the Royal Academy
of Arts exhibition Revolution:
Russian Art 1917-1932 (11 Feb – 17
Apr 2017)

Moscow: Art of the Russian
Revolution is available as an
escorted group tour – 5 Days &
4 Nights from £1,345

Rabochiy i Kolkhoznitsa (Worker and Kolkhoz Woman) sculpture, Moscow

AUSTRALIA
Tasmania Cruise
Carrying less than 50 passengers, the
Coral Expeditions I is fully equipped
for the ultimate expedition cruising
experience and the ideal size for access
to the best parts of Tasmania. Leaving
from Hobart, the ship calls at historic
Port Arthur, the remote Tasmanian
Wilderness World Heritage area and
Freycinet National Park. There are
also locally produced cheeses and
Tasmanian oysters to be enjoyed.

Cruise Tasmania with Coral Expeditions
is available as a private tour – 8 Days & 7
Nights from £2,945 per person based on
2 sharing a standard cabin.
Wineglass Bay, Freycinet National Park, Tasmania

LATIN AMERICA
Wildlife & Waterfalls
As glimpsed at the Olympics, Brazil
offers spectacular scenery, glamorous
cities and an abundance of wildlife.
Our new introductory tour allows you
to experience the highlights of this
fascinating destination: the thrilling
Iguaçu Falls, the abundant wildlife
of the sprawling Pantanal, unique
architecture in Brasilia and, of course,
vibrant and beautiful Rio with its wealth
of attractions.

Brazil: Wildlife & Waterfalls is available
as a group tour – 11 Days & 9 Nights
from £2,695

Squirrel monkeys, Pantanal, Brazil
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NORTH AFRICA
Imperial Morocco
Colourful and chaotic Morocco, with
its medieval mosques and citadels,
is the jewel of North Africa. With a
maximum of 14 people, our new
group tour explores the imperial
cities of this fascinating destination,
staying in carefully chosen riads and
small, characterful hotels.

Riads, Souks & Kasbahs is available
as a group tour – 8 Days & 7 Nights
from £1,015

Djemaa el Fna square, Marrakech, Morocco

AFRICA
Wildlife & Beach
For the ultimate safari and beach holiday
packed full with wildlife and watersports,
we have a perfect combination. A luxury
Big Five safari in Kenya’s renowned
Masai Mara staying at the small, intimate
Kicheche Bush Camp, together with a
de luxe beach stay in the picturesque
Seychelles at Constance Ephelia Resort,
which sits on the edge of the island of
Mahé’s two most beautiful beaches.

Kenya & the Seychelles is available as a
private tour – 13 Days & 10 Nights from
£4,895
Kicheche Bush Camp, Kenya

SHORT BREAKS
La Serenissima, Venice
Venice has attracted artists, poets and
lovers for centuries and never fails to
inspire. The perfect city to explore on
foot, it’s a joy to wander the pathways
and bridges, past tiny canals and
bustling piazzas. The Hotel Ca Sagredo
is an elegant 14th-century building
overlooking the Grand Canal and a
perfect base from which to explore this
serene city.

The Hotel Ca Sagredo is available as
a short break – 4 Days & 3 Nights from
£395
Venice, Italy

10
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NEW DIRECTIONS

Solo
Travellers
The Cox & Kings collection of small
group tours has been specially
created for solo travellers who
enjoy exploring fascinating parts of
the world in the company of likeminded people.
For 2017 we have 12 fantastic tours,
with eight new itineraries. These
include Sicily, India, Vietnam and
Cambodia, Japan, Panama and
Costa Rica. Our tour to South Africa
samples the highlights of this
amazing country, with wildlife drives
spotting the Big Five, travelling
through the Garden Route, sipping
some of the best wines and finishing
in one of my favourite cities, Cape
Town.
There are no single supplements
and we use good quality hotels,
offering the most reasonable prices
for individual travellers. Unlike many
tour operators, we keep our groups
small – typically between eight and
15 passengers, with a maximum of
18. And we use carefully selected
tour managers and local guides.
The experience is as much about
meeting new and friendly people as
travelling to thrilling locations.

Splendours of South Africa is
available as a Solo Travellers group
tour – 13 Days & 10 Nights from
£3,395
Cheetah, Kruger National Park, South Africa

EUROPE
Russia
There has been huge interest in Russia
this year, so for 2017 we have introduced
more options. Our new Golden Ring
tour includes mighty Moscow and St
Petersburg, but also visits the lesser
known, quaint towns and villages of
Vladimir, Suzdal and Bogolyubovo. We
have also added a short tour of
St Petersburg, picking out the highlights
of this beautiful and intriguing city.

St Petersburg’s Highlights is available
as a non-exclusive group tour – 5 Days
& 4 Nights from £860
Grand Cascade fountain, Peterhof Palace, St Petersburg, Russia
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GUEST TRAVELLER

P

resident of the RGS and former Coast presenter, Nicholas Crane

publishes his acclaimed book The Making of the British Landscape. He meets
with Compass editor Jennifer Cox to discuss the lay of the land.

What was the idea behind The Making of
the British Landscape?
It’s personal, going back to my days
as a geography undergraduate and a
book called The Making of the English
Landscape, written in 1955 by WG Hoskins,
a professor of landscape history. His book
was a bible for us: he taught my generation
how to read the landscape like a book.
If you go for a walk or bike ride in the
countryside, he taught us a right angle
bend in a country road might be going
around a parliamentary enclosure field,
or why there might be terraces on the
sides of hills, or the progression of early
townscapes from burghs and boroughs to
modern market towns. He opened up my
eyes to enjoying travel, and subsequently
I’ve spent most of my life writing about
Britain.

© Nick Gregan

I’d always had it in my mind to write this
book. I wanted to add on Scotland and
Wales, and I also wanted to go back to the
end of the Ice Age, which meant adding
10,000 years to the story. And as Hoskins
published his book in 1955, I wanted to add
on the incredibly important era between
then and today. It took many years to write
and research.
In The Making of the British Landscape,
each section is prefaced with you looking
out across a cityscape or coastline, then
almost peeling back the centuries to
give vivid historical and geographical
descriptions of that terrain’s conception.
It was my way of taking the modern
landscape and explaining how it
had evolved. I think of the book as a
geographical narrative – a single storyline
running through our island’s history. I
wanted to write a story: a real page turner,
not an academic reference book.

It works. I felt like I was watching land
masses splinter and forests sprout and
spread.
I’m relieved to hear that. I wrote those
interludes to amuse myself. I meant to take
them out when I had finished.
It’s an audacious piece of research and
writing. How on earth did you manage to
pull it all together?
It felt like a battle to the death, writing a
narrative that spanned 12,000 years. It
was quite ambitious and the research has
been prodigious. The whole story was held
together by over 7,000 footnotes, which
allowed me to navigate myself around
the story and remind me of my sources.
Then at the last moment I deleted all the
footnotes, so the story was freestanding.
I wanted to create a narrative for Britain
that wasn’t latched onto kings, queens and
archbishops. Instead I wanted it to latch
onto our habitat – the places we live in – so
we can rethink where we come from and
rethink where we’re going to.
Funny you should talk about narratives
and kings and queens. As I was reading
The Making of the British Landscape, I
kept thinking of the BBC Radio 4 series
This Sceptred Isle. Your book is the
geographic equivalent: a wonderful,
seemingly oral narrative of our green and
pleasant land.
In some ways this is an environmental
narrative. And in terms of climate change,
environmental change, and the challenges
we’re facing now and will do in the
future, to my mind this is one of the most
important stories going if you live on this
island.

coxandkings.co.uk/compass • Compass
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Is the purpose of The Making of the
British Landscape to celebrate the British
Isles or sound a note of warning?
The warning is implicit. There are so
many brilliant, hard-hitting environmental
books already out there, I didn’t want
to cover that ground again. My aim was
to provide a means of caring about a
place called Britain and its landscapes by
understanding how they evolved. If you
care about a place you look after it.
In your introduction, you say: “To care
about a place you must know its story.”
Why should we care?
There are a very large number of us living
on a finite, moderately small island and
the changes coming down the line – a
warming planet, sea levels rising, food
insecurity – mean we have to make the
right choices now to safeguard future
generations. That means thinking very
hard indeed about, for example, how
many more chemicals to put on the land
to increase crop yield, the ratio of meat to
vegetables we’re consuming, building on
greenfield sites and building affordable
housing in the right places. There are
massive decisions that need to be taken
very quickly if we are going to create a
sustainable future.
In your book, as you trace the
industrialisation of Britain, you also
explore how the massive growth of
communities has changed the notion of
local architecture.
There’s been an extremely interesting
transition in architecture, from building
styles and building materials that arise
from the bedrock on which they’re built.
There are particular types of architecture

Royal Geographic Society, London
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Nicholas Crane at the Royal Geographic Socety © Nick Gregan

in areas where you’ve got limestone, and
another in areas where you’ve got granite.
In eastern England, where there’s not so
much building stone, you find more houses
made of timber and plaster. Historically
the architecture reflects the geology of
the region. But over the last century or so,
we have imported building materials and
created artificial materials like concrete.
The upshot is that buildings have become
completely alien to the area in which
they are built (Modernism being the most
extreme and radical version of that). As a
result, much modern architecture bears
no relation to local culture or local building
material, and personally I think that’s a
mistake: buildings need to reflect the
geographical or human culture they’re
embedded in and the communities who
use them.
In another chapter, you explore the
notion that maps are created in the
mind: that to have a sense of location,
we must first create a mental map of our
surroundings, based on how we relate to
them.
Forget about Google Maps, the most
important maps are the ones we create
in our imagination, noting local landmarks
or road turnings. And each of us notices
something different: for one person it might

be a corner shop, for another it might
be a zebra crossing. Primary landmarks
become the way markers by which we
build a landscape in our imagination. Our
mental maps are filled with the places
we know and care about most and, as a
result, are most open to learning about.
And of course, because every landscape in
Britain has been inhabited for 12,000 years
continuously, every single neighbourhood
has the most amazing stories. And they
don’t have to be Norman castle-type
stories. Where I’m sitting now used to be
Camden Dairy in Victorian times, where
horses and carts used to carry churns
and bottles of milk. It’s a huge source of
pleasure to know and build up these local
stories.
Is that why ultimately we are all
topophiliacs: people who invest emotion
in a specific place or landmark?
Yes, and these places make us feel safe
and bring us pleasure, even though other
people might not even notice them. I’ve
got quite a lot: a tree that catches the
morning light in a certain way, the view
from a bridge across a canal – private
places in public spaces that mean a lot to
me. I spent three years researching a book
on maps at the British Library and became
extremely attached to a particular seat. It

GUEST TRAVELLER

sounds stupid. There were hundreds of
others all identical, but this one became
mine. We are predisposed to attach
ourselves to specific places. It goes back
to when we were hunters and foragers,
when we had to become attached to
places to survive.
You also write about how cultures
strengthen their bonds through the
sharing of stories, rituals and art
associated with landmarks, like the
Aborigines’ Dreamtime. Or even
prehistoric man with his (or her) cave art.
Back in the Ice Age, small isolated groups
would have been travelling through British
landscapes on long journeys on foot along
unmarked, frequently perilous, trails. A
walking route is like a story, in that it has
a beginning, middle and end, with various
peaks and troughs along the way. It’s not
hard to see how landscapes, storytelling
and the survival of a tribe are all closely
connected.

than you might think, so it was extremely
enjoyable to be able to focus fully on
writing and researching.
And also to become the new president of
the Royal Geographical Society.
That is a huge privilege. I was elected last
year and it’s a three-year term; I intend to
make the most of every single minute. This
year we are celebrating 60 years of the
society’s Expeditions and Geographical
Fieldwork Grants, and 40 years of Explore,
the annual fieldwork and expeditions
planning weekend seminar, in November.
There are talks every Monday night from
September to May, and exhibitions such
as the work of Frank Hurley, Shackleton’s
photographer, and never-seen-before
material from the first expedition across the

Rub al Khali by Bertram Thomas in 1930
and the second by Mark Evans in 2015.
There has scarcely been a more important
time for geographers and the work of the
RGS. •

For Nicholas Crane’s readings and
book events, visit orionbooks.co.uk.
Forthcoming talks include:
Tuesday 22 November
Book Week, Scotland, time to be
confirmed
Friday 25 November
Theatre Royal, Bath, 12 noon-1pm
For more information on the Royal
Geographical Society (with IBG) visit rgs.org

This is a thought-provoking, extremely
informative book with a serious message.
Do you worry people don’t take you
seriously after years as ‘that bloke off the
telly’?
There can be a bit of that. I presented the
BBC series Coast for 10 years and it is still
an extremely popular series. I’ve taken a
break though as I wanted to concentrate
on writing. Television is an excellent way
to highlight issues, but making a television
series is incredibly time consuming, more
Icomb village, Cotswolds

Lavenham, Suffolk

Buttermere, Lake District

The Making of the
British Landscape:
From the Ice Age
to the Present
by Nicholas Crane
(Published by
Weidenfeld &
Nicolson,
£20)
coxandkings.co.uk/compass • Compass
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Hot List
Cox & Kings’ Katie Cosstick discovers the season’s best new luxury hotels and travel experiences

Floating above the Atacama
Taking off at sunrise, drift
over the lunar landscapes of
Chile’s Atacama desert and see
the spectacular formations from a
whole new perspective. The Britishmade balloons are operated by
UK or Australian registered pilots
and conform to the highest safety
standards. The 45-minute flight is
followed by a light champagne
breakfast, while the crew pack up the
balloon. Stay at the revamped explora
Atacama hotel, which is reopening in
January on the edge of Andes-set
San Pedro.

1

HOT LIST

South India’s Arts and
Crafts Movement
Known as the cradle of South Indian
religion, art and architecture, until now
Thanjavur in Tamil Nadu has only been
visited by the most discerning Indophiles.
Svatma, a restored traditional century-old
mansion, is now the city’s first luxury hotel.
Featuring light airy suites, a yoga room and
luxury spa, guests can visit the Unescoprotected Great Living Chola Temples,
learn the simple vegetarian home cooking
of the region, watch handloom silk weaving
and traditional painting, or simply meditate
in the relaxing surroundings of the hotel
gardens and pool.

2

Borneo on the River
Pandaw, who operate on
the Mekong and Irrawaddy rivers, are
launching a new river cruise in the
remote region of Kalimantan – Indonesian
Borneo – on the Kapuas river system.
With the first departure in February 1017,
this will be a truly pioneering expedition
into a rarely visited area where the main
attraction will be the scenery, wildlife and
tribal village life. The rainforest is one of
the oldest and most bio-diverse in the
world where a plethora of wildlife and bird
species can be seen.

3
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HOT LIST

Pack Your Trunk
Built around the trunk
of a Jackalberry tree, the new
Jackalberry Tented Camp lies in
Namibia’s Caprivi Strip, a panhandle
of land in the country’s far north
east, close to the border with
Botswana. There are just four luxury
tents, each with a private shower.
From the main deck around the
tree there are uninterrupted,
360-degree views over the
floodplains and across the river to
the woodlands of Botswana. There
is an abundance of wildlife to be
seen from the camp as well as
on daily safari drives or boat trips,
including over 400 species of birds.

4

Oman, the View!
Perched 3,000 metres above
sea level, the new Anantara Al Jabal
Akhdar Resort sits in one of the
highest regions in the Middle East.
Just a 2-hour drive from Muscat
airport – passing date plantations,
wadis and historical Unesco-listed
forts en route – the resort overlooks
the spectacular Grand Canyon of
the Middle East. The spa and infinity
pool are perfect for those wanting
relaxation after a day exploring the
mountains, ancient villages and
rose-growing terraces.

5

For some beachside R&R, Anantara has also just opened a bespoke beachfront hotel in Salalah in the very south of Oman –
the first luxury hotel in the region. The coastline has vast, empty beaches but there are also ancient sites – reputedly linked
to the Queen of Sheba – picturesque wadis and small traditional fishing villages to explore.
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HOT LIST

Flying Further with BA
This year British Airways
launched two new direct routes
to Latin America: one to San José
in Costa Rica and another to
Lima in Peru. In fact, make that
three, as from January 2017
British Airways will be adding
another South American direct
route, flying to Santiago, Chile.
A 14-hour flight makes this the
longest that BA operates.

6

Miavana, Madagascar
Meaning ‘coming together’ in
Malagasy, Miavana is set to open on the
island of Nosy Ankao in December. With
just 14 exclusive villas, each with ocean
and beach views, the resort will bring a
new level of barefoot-beach luxury to
Madagascar. Nosy Ankao is a private
five-island archipelago to the north-east
of Madagascar’s coastline, lapped by
warm waters protected by the surrounding
reefs. Its many bays and beaches are
perfect for ‘blue safaris’, while the islands
provide nesting sites for turtles and
myriad bird species.

7
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photo
competition

Overall Winner
‘Ready for my close-up’
Kruger National Park, South Africa
Juan Cruz Palacios

Congratulations to our winner, Juan Cruz Palacio, who will receive a copy
of the photography book Lighthouses of the World by Marie-Haude Arzur,
published by Bloomsbury (£18.99). For the next issue, Compass has teamed
up with Briggs & Riley, one of the world’s leading manufacturers of premium
luggage, to offer you the chance to win one of three fantastic bags. First prize
is a hard-sided carry-on spinner case worth £389, second prize is a smart
Sympatico shopping tote worth £159 and third prize is a Transcend hanging
toiletry kit worth £55.
HOW TO ENTER:
Images must be taken in a destination featured by Cox & Kings and be
accompanied by a description of up to 40 words. To enter, please visit
coxandkings.co.uk/compass.
The winning image will be
published in the summer
2017 issue.

1st
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2nd

3rd

Places category • Commended
‘Pilgrims in the Ganges’
The Ganges, Uttar Pradesh, India
Samana Schwank

PHOTO COMPETITION

Quirky category • Commended
‘Giraffe Manor ’
Nairobi, Kenya
Helen Jackson

People category • Commended
‘Children in Delwara’
Delwara, Rajasthan, Northern India
Isabelle Michiels
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Jerusalem

H O U R S I N

Ancient religious relics, fascinating marketplaces, outstanding museums and an exciting culinary
scene; frequent traveller Louise Russell-Pavier highlights the best of the holy city of Jerusalem.

Jaffa Road, Jerusalem

W

hy go now

Why not?! Although the
holiday spotlight has
long shone on its young,
hip and cool sister city
Tel Aviv, Jerusalem is rapidly establishing itself as
a must-see modern tourist destination. Looking
beyond its religious and historical reputation,
Jerusalem is a city in the grip of immense cultural
rejuvenation, developing a vibrant contemporary
metropolis to complement its most ancient,
spiritual lure.

Get your bearings
Walking is the best way to explore central
Jerusalem, a small and easily navigated area.
Nowhere is this truer than in the Old City, which is
almost entirely closed to traffic. While Jerusalem’s
Old City is laid out into four quarters – Jewish,
Christian, Muslim and Armenian – Downtown
Jerusalem is the heart of the modern metropolis.
The area is made up of several neighbourhoods,
each varying in personality: from the colourful
Mahane Yehuda market to the charming Nahalat
Shiv’a and fun promenades of Ben Yehuda and
Yafo.
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Check in
One of Israel’s most beautiful hotels – and certainly
the most famous – The King David was built in the
1920s and is a major landmark. Blending modern
luxury with the refinement of the ancient world,
the hotel sits between the historic Old City and
dynamic New Jerusalem, and is a magnet for world
leaders and A-listers.

Known for…
…the ancient religious sites of the Old City. These
include the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, the
site of Jesus' crucifixion and resurrection; Temple
Mount and the golden Dome of The Rock, a site
that is central to all of the Abrahamic faiths, and
offers a valuable opportunity to get to the crux of
the region’s story; and the Western Wall or ‘Kotel’,
a 19-metre-high limestone wall from the Second
Jewish Temple complex, built in 19BC.

prized for traditional pastries such as rugelach (a
nut, soft cheese or chocolate-filled pastry), knafeh
(a sweet, soft cheese pastry soaked in sweet syrup)
and challah (sweet or seeded bread).

Worth walking
One of Jerusalem’s most diverse neighbourhoods is
Nahlaot, a mixed area where you will find everyone
from hipsters to ultra-orthodox families. If you have
the time to, it is definitely worth a stroll through it
on your way to or from Mahane Yehuda market.

Cultural afternoon
Israel's Holocaust Museum and Yad Vashem
may be sights of a far more sobering variety,
but the curation is well judged and their cultural
importance indisputable. Easily accessible, they
lie a short walk from the Mount Herzl stop at the
western terminus.

Quick snack
Mahane Yehuda market in Downtown Jerusalem
– known locally as ‘The Shuk’ – is a wonderful place
for snacks and sweet treats. Cafe Mizrachi serves
the best iced coffee. And Marzipan – a popular
bakery on Agripas Street – is a city institution,

Dressing for dinner
Visit one of the many amazing restaurants around
Downtown Jerusalem. This is, after all, the city of
Yotam Ottolenghi. For a unique culinary art scene
with an unbeatable atmosphere, Machneyuda

is a restaurant near the Mahane Yehuda market.
Superstar chef Assaf Granit’s buzzy eatery features
imaginative local cuisine – chamshuka, a rich dish
of chopped meat and hummus; or mushroom
ragú, served in a jar with polenta, asparagus and
mounds of parmesan – as well as art and music.
When you book your flight, book a table here.

Biblical background
The Bible Lands Museum Jerusalem is an
archaeological gem, exploring the cultures of the
various nations and peoples mentioned in the
Bible. From the Ancient Egyptians to the Persians,
Phoenicians, Arameans and the Canaanites,
the museum has amassed hundreds of truly
astonishing historic artefacts. Anthropologically
diverse objects, such as pottery, ancient documents,
statues, coins and weaponry have been assembled
from far across the ancient realms of the Middle
East. Literally the stuff of legends.

Out of town
The Dead Sea region is just an hour by car or bus
from Jerusalem, and both a surreal and oncein-a-lifetime experience. Famous for its healing
properties, slather yourself in mineral-rich mud, or
take a book and lie on top of the salt-saturated
water and read.

Don’t miss
Contemporary developments of architectural
significance, including the Ron Arad-designed
Design Museum (in Holon), Santiago Calatrava’s

Jerusalem’s Old City walls

‘Chords’ Light Rail Bridge and the luxury lifestyle
hotel, Mamilla, built in locally sourced limestone by
Moshe Safdie, with sophisticated interiors by Piero
Lissoni. For breathtaking views of the Old City, head
to the hotel's rooftop bar and restaurant. •

Visit one of the many amazing
restaurants around Downtown
Jerusalem. This is, after all, the
city of Yotam Ottolenghi.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour

Journey to Jerusalem
6 Days & 5 Nights from £1,975
Staying in some of the most luxurious
accommodation in Israel, marvel at the
biblical and historical sites that lie around
the Sea of Galilee and end your journey
with 3 nights in the fascinating holy city of
Jerusalem.
Speak to one of our Middle East experts to
find out more
t 020 3813 5108

JERUSALEM AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Middle East expert Sabastian Gittany
When

Eat

Spring and autumn, although fleeting, are the
best times to visit, with mild temperatures and
low rainfall. The summer months from May to
September can be uncomfortably hot while the
winter months from November to April have the
highest rainfall.

For a romantic sunset dinner overlooking the Old
City, book a balcony table at Notre Dame Cheese
and Wine Restaurant, part of an historic Vaticanowned guesthouse. And if you want to recreate
those tasty Israeli flavours back home, pick up a
copy of Jerusalem by acclaimed Israeli-born chefs
Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami Tamimi, packed full
of inspirational recipes, beautiful photography and
delightful stories of growing up in Jerusalem.

Sleep
Just steps away from the heart of the Old City
of Jerusalem, the Waldorf Astoria hotel offers
a seamless blend of Graeco-Roman and gothic
design with hints of Ottoman influence. Think
crystal chandeliers, marble floors, grand lobby
spaces and sweeping staircases. If you prefer
something a little more quaint but equally luxurious
then stay at The American Colony Hotel, located
just outside the Old City walls. Originally the
American Colony compound, choose from rooms in
the Main house, Palm House, East House and Cow
Byre, all set amid gardens of cooling palms and
mulberry trees and the patter of water fountains.

ISRAEL

Drink
Cocktails are the current trend in Jerusalem. The
Gatsby is a classy venue to sip on a variety of
classics and original concoctions … that’s if you
can find it. Once you’ve discovered the front door
on Hillel Street, pass behind the sliding bookshelf
and brace yourself for a hit of the roaring 20s: dim
lighting, swing music and speakeasy vibes.

Try
For a different perspective of the Western Wall,
take a guided tour of the Western Wall tunnels.
Burrowing beneath to the original street level,

they reveal massive foundation stones and the
methods of construction. A visit to the Israel
Museum is sure to impress. Discover 5,000 years of
history in the Archaeological Wing, four complete
synagogues in the Jewish Art & Life Wing, striking
paintings in the Fine Arts Wing and, last but
not least, a pavilion dedicated to the museum’s
prize exhibit – the Dead Sea Scrolls. Combine
Jerusalem with a day trip to the Palestinian cities
of Bethlehem, site of the nativity in Christian
tradition, or Jericho, with its ancient remains and
exquisite mosaics at Hisham’s Palace.
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PERU

T H A T

C O N D O R

M O M E N T

Travel writer Rishika Sharma explores the cultural riches
and dramatic beauty of southern Peru
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W

hat’s in a name? Well
it’s said Mayta Cápac –
fourth Sapa, or emperor
of the Inca empire –
was travelling through
the Andes in the 12th
century when his party
came to a scenic valley by the Rio Chili. Struck by
its astonishing beauty, his followers appealed for
permission to settle on the land. Pronouncing “Ari,
quipay" (‘’Yes, stay here’’), Mayta Cápac annexed
the city, henceforth known as Arequipa, into the
Inca kingdom.
Centuries on and Arequipa will still stop you in
your tracks: no pilgrimage to southern Peru can
be complete without witnessing the magnificent
‘White City’. In fact, while Cuzco may take the
crown jewels as portal to the city of Machu Picchu,
and Puno is favoured as a stop for the sacred Lake
Titicaca, Arequipa is ripe for appreciation, with
its enchanting colonial heritage and legendary
landscapes.

rainbow-dressed, indigenous women who gather
here to sell their wares.
With its construction, customs and cuisine, the
fusion of cultures is apparent everywhere in
Arequipa. Simply stroll through Plaza de Armas
and you’ll discover arcades of old shops built
in the typical Escuela Arequipeña style: a bold
blend of European and native architectural
characteristics. These baroque structures have now
been repurposed as charming restaurants, shops,
banks and boutique hotels to retain their historic
facades. In fact, in 2000 Arequipa was declared a
Unesco world heritage site, in recognition of the
city government’s effort to preserve Arequipa as a
‘living museum’ through the refurbishment of over
200 period buildings.
A fine example is Casa Ricketts, a gallery-cumbank that houses local artist workshops and is a
fascinating place to learn about the craftsmanship
still thriving in Arequipa. And there is the famous
Monasterio Santa Catalina. Called a city within

Cathedral, Arequipa

Despite the ancient anecdote surrounding its
name, Arequipa has no Inca ruins or artefacts to
explore (save Juanita, the frozen mummy at Museo
Santuarios Andinos). But inhabited by the Spanish
more than any other city under the Vice Royalty
of Peru, naturally there is a well-preserved colonial
presence in the form of churches, monasteries
and grand ancestral houses. However, what
distinguishes Arequipa from other popular tourist
destinations is the lingering native blood of the city.
Said to be one of the most beautiful in Peru, the
main square, Plaza de Armas, is dominated on
the north side by the beautiful, white Catedral de
Arequipa. Featuring stained-glass motifs, Catholic
relics and one of the largest organs in South
America, it’s actually the exterior of this partmuseum, part-church that makes the basilica so
interesting. Considered holy ground since the city’s
founding by Garcí Manuel de Carbajal in 1540, this
site – initially occupied by a simple cross – has held
a church since 1656. Though plagued throughout
its history by earthquakes, reducing it to rubble
in 1583 and 1604, not to mention a great fire
in 1844, today it still stands tall as a symbolic
reminder of the missionary message brought
here by the conquistadors in the 16th century. A
glorious, twin-towered masterpiece, the stark white
of the church exterior is broken up by clusters of
Woman in traditional local attire, Arequipa
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PERU

Ornate carved church facade, Arequipa
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PERU

a city, this monastery kept locals locked out for
hundreds of years, breeding rumours and gossip of
sinister happenings from within. Nowadays visitors
can walk through the complex cloister by cloister,
learning about the rituals practiced by the devotees
and gazing in wonder at the religious murals.
Many of the old buildings are now used to
host regular bazaars. Mercado San Camilo and
Mercado de Artesanías, located in the old town
jail, are two sprawling markets selling a huge
variety of traditional handicrafts, including the
colourful jumpers you see everywhere. No trip to
Arequipa would be complete without taking home
something made from alpaca wool; the city’s main
product, the fostering of the alpaca industry has
allowed Arequipa to cement its position as the
commercial centre of southern Peru.

Visitors are hit with a sensory
explosion of splendours.
From this view point, Andean
condors can be seen in the early
mornings, ready to take wing
and glide over La Pachamama.

Both markets are great places to barter for
intricately woven ponchos, as well as hats and
scarves made from soft baby alpaca wool.
Beyond Arequipa is a dramatic landscape of desert
mountains, salt lakes and lush lowlands, overlooked
by the ‘three guardians’: the snow-capped El Misti,
the marbled Chachani, and the chocolate-like
mound of Picchu Picchu. Peering from an elevation
of 5,822 metres, El Misti remains a temperamental,
murmuring volcano, which not only destroyed the
city in 1687 and 1868, but also brought it back to
its feet. White ‘stellar’ rock quarried from El Misti
and its surrounding mountains have formed the
basis of many buildings in Arequipa, giving it the
nickname La Ciudad Blanca, or ‘The White City’.
While many visiting the city plan hikes up the three
peaks, which create the city’s skyline, arguably it’s
not these marvels you’ll want to conserve your
energy to tackle.
From May 2017, visitors can ride to Cabanaconde,
the gateway to the magnificent Colca Canyon,
aboard Latin America’s only luxury sleeper train,
the Belmond Andean Explorer. The 160-km journey
from Arequipa to Chivay – the hub of the valley – is
a rich tapestry of dramatic, euphoric vistas: from
dry tundra to tiny villages such as Sibayo, which
crouches under towering emerald hills, and ancient
terraces farmed by tribes such as the Cabana and
Collegua since long before the Inquisition.

Colca Canyon arguably first hit the headlines in
1981, when a group of Polish kayakers made the
first successful descent down into the plunging
ravine. Following the publication of their story,
everyone from fellow adventurers to National
Geographic Magazine wanted to experience firsthand the ruggedness of the climb and the wild,
untamed handsomeness of the land.
An endeavour into the abyss can offer a unique
opportunity to bathe in one of the most serene
spots imaginable. La Calera is a series of bubbling,
natural pools, surrounded by frothy brooks pouring
in from the surrounding mountain sides. An area
steeped in Peruvian mysticism, folklore speaks of
the healing powers possessed by the pure canyon
waters.
Trekking also offers the opportunity to spot
Andean wildlife. Colca is peppered with countless
alpacas, llamas and vincuñas – a relative of the
llama and the national animal of Peru – as well as
hummingbirds, eagles and, of course, the soaring
condor.
It’s at Mirador Cruz del Condo – the viewpoint from
which the canyon reaches a depth of 4,160 metres
– that the sensory explosion of splendours hits
its peak. Come early in the morning and you can
watch the Andean condors ride the thermals in all
their glory. These giant, bronze birds are heralded
by locals as a form of the sun god, making the
experience of witnessing them in their own territory
even more wondrous, and a crowning moment in
this magical part of the world. •

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Train to Machu Picchu

16 Days & 14 Nights from £2,695
Machu Picchu is perhaps the most breathtaking
archaeological site in the world, yet southern Peru
also offers a wealth of natural wonders, colonial
cities and ancient cultures to explore. This tour
visits the Peruvian capital, Lima; the colonial city
of Arequipa; and Cuzco, former capital of the
Inca empire. Along the way, marvel at the scenic
delights of the Colca Canyon, Lake Titicaca and the
soaring Andean peaks. A journey aboard the stylish
Belmond Andean Explorer is also included.

Speak to one of our Peru experts to
find out more.
t 020 3813 5108
Images (clockwise from top left):
Santa Catalina monastery, Arequipa
Local woman selling vegetables - CREDIT Don
Mammoser / Shutterstock.com
Colca Canyon © Belmond
Church, Plaza de Armas, Arequipa
Andean condor in flight
Local man in traditional attire
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New Belmond Andean Explorer
Launching May 2017, the Belmond Andean
Explorer is Latin America’s only luxury sleeper
train, and features one of the highest rail rides
on Earth. Climb aboard for 1- and 2-night
adventures, passing through some of Peru’s
most dramatic landscapes and ancient
kingdoms. Explore the colonial cities of Cuzco
and Arequipa, traverse the highest plains of the
Andes, skirt the still waters of Lake Titicaca.
While admiring the spectacular scenery, relax
with a Pisco Sour in the comfort of the Belmond
lounge car or breathe in the crisp Andean air
from the observation car. The two elegant
dining cars serve three-course gourmet meals
made from locally sourced ingredients by
award-winning chefs. And the luxury private
cabins – featuring hand-woven Peruvian fabrics
– are available in double, twin and bunk bed
configurations, each with their own en suite and
shower.
From May 2017, Cox & Kings will be offering
the 1-night journey aboard the Belmond
Andean Explorer as part of the group tours
Train to Machu Picchu and Grand Tour of South
America, as well as part of the private tour Peru
in Luxury. Cox & Kings can also incorporate this
spectacular rail journey as part of a tailor-made
holiday to Peru.

SOUTHERN PERU AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Peru expert David Corvacho
When
April to October is Peru’s dry season and the best
time to visit if you are planning to hike the Inca
trail to Machu Picchu. Spring and autumn weather
varies with plenty of sunny days.

Sleep
The 20 sustainable luxury bungalows at Las
Casitas del Colca combine rustic relaxation and
comfort with the great outdoors and stunning
natural beauty of the surrounding Colca Canyon.
Each bungalow has a cosy fireplace and a private
terrace with heated pool. If you’d prefer a city stay
then the Hotel Libertador Arequipa offers classy
accommodation amid relaxing gardens, all within
a 5-minute walk of Plaza de Armas. One of the
best ways to see the spectacular southern Peruvian
scenery is by train. Launching in May 2017, South
America’s first sleeper train, the luxury Belmond
Andean Explorer will travel between Arequipa,
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Lake Titicaca and Cuzco. The train will feature
stylish overnight cabins and serve three-course
gourmet meals as you pass breathtaking views of
the Andean peaks.

Eat & Drink
Join the locals for lunch at a picantería, a
traditional eatery serving authentic Arequipan
cuisine. The menu is set for each day of the week,
usually involving soup and a small second dish.
A popular dish is chupe de camarones: prawns
sautéed with chillies and cooked with beans,
sweetcorn, cheese, milk and potatoes. Wash the
meal down with a glass of chicha de jora, an
alcoholic corn beer that was drunk by the Incas.

Try
Take a tour of the Monasterio de Santa Catalina
in Arequipa, a huge complex of cloisters guarded
by high walls where nuns of the Dominican Order

live. End the tour with a tasting of the delicious
pastries baked by the nuns. Learn about the Inca
sacrifices at Arequipa’s Juanita Museum, which
houses the well-preserved body of an Inca girl, who
was sacrificed over 500 years ago. Her frozen body
was discovered in 1995 on Mount Ampato. For
bird enthusiasts, spot the magnificent Andean
condor at close range in the verdant Colca Canyon.
Also in the Colca Canyon is the picturesque town
of Maca, famed for its pre-Columbian textiles.

RAYMOND GUBBAY AND THE ROYAL ALBERT HALL PRESENT

LIGHTS • LASERS • FIREWORKS
MUSIC • DANCE • OPERA • BALLET

The Nutcracker Suite and Pas de Deux Sleigh Ride
Die Fledermaus Overture Act 1 Finale from La bohème
Sorcerer’s Apprentice Theme from Harry Potter
Black Swan Pas de Deux and Finale from Swan Lake
and many more
John Rigby conductor Claire Rutter soprano Peter Auty tenor
The Jingle Belle Dancers Star Soloists from The Russian State Ballet of Siberia
Royal Philharmonic Concert Orchestra

TUESDAY 27 & THURSDAY 29 DECEMBER 2.30PM & 7.00PM
FRIDAY 30 DECEMBER 2.30PM

ROYAL ALBERT HALL

Call: 020 7838 3100 royalalberthall.com
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Glass igloos © Kakslauttanen Arctic Resort

Snow, Ice & Northern Lights
As winter sets in, embrace the cold with a bit of Nordic know-how. A short break to Sweden, Finland, Norway or Iceland will see
you celebrating the season in style. And it’s not only the excursions out into sparkling white landscapes that are thrilling – the
hotels will also take your breath away. Eleanor Day introduces the cream of qwuxe – that’s quirky luxe – that will leave you
wishing for winter year-round.

Kakslauttanen Arctic Resort,
Finland
You won’t miss a single opportunity to spot the northern lights if you stay
here – accommodation is in glass igloos, allowing you to see up into the
night sky as you keep cosy in bed! There are also snow igloos, log cabins
and kammi, or earth lodges, which are concealed beneath turf roofs. In true
Finnish style, many of the cabins offer the added bonus of a sauna.
Situated 250km north of the Arctic Circle in Finnish Lapland, in midwinter
the land here is bathed in a soft, magical glow while the blankets of snow
create a soothing silence. Discover this ethereal landscape on reindeer or
husky safaris, take a sleigh ride drawn by horses, embark on an adventure in
the snow tank or even cruise out into the Bay of Bothnia on an icebreaker.
Nocturnal quests in search of the northern lights are a highlight, but if you
feel the need to reach even closer to the Arctic sky then the 30-metre-high
Glass Igloo Tower will be opening in 2017, offering spectacular views of the
surrounding wilderness.

C&K RECOMMENDS:
4 days & 3 nights staying 1 night in a snow igloo & 2 nights in
a glass igloo at the Kakslauttanen Arctic Resort from £1,595,
including international flights, return transfers, breakfast and
dinner, half-day husky safari, half-day reindeer safari and a
northern lights excursion by snow mobile. Please call Cox & Kings
on 020 3813 5108 or visit coxandkings.co.uk for more information.
Northern lights from glass igloo © Valtteri Hirvonen
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SHORT BREAKS

Treehotel, Sweden
Do you still think about that tree house you had as a child? Do you wish you
could crawl back into it and escape everyday adult life? If so, Treehotel in
the north-east of Sweden is for you. Accessed via ramps, bridges or stairs,
the innovative ‘treerooms’ come in all sorts of shapes and sizes: The Cabin,
The UFO, The Bird’s Nest, The Mirrorcube, The Dragonfly and the Blue Cone
(which is red). All peak through the tall pines to views of Lule river.
And if the rooms aren’t enough fun for you, get out into the surrounding
wilderness on a range of inventive excursions. You thought qwuxe was
bad – have a go at skijoring (horse-pulled skiing – good balance is helpful
on this one), explore the snowy forests and fields on a Fatbike, snowshoes,
dog sled or even a Segway, and visit the reindeer pastures of a Sami family
and enjoy a typical Sami lunch. Finish the day with a soak in a wood-fired
bathtub amid the trees and dine on a frozen lake, lit up by candles, the stars
up above and, with any luck, the northern lights.
The Cabin © Treehotel

C&K RECOMMENDS:
5 days & 4 nights staying 2 nights at the Scandic Sergel Plaza
in Stockholm, 1 night at Treehotel in The Mirrorcube and 1 night
at the Brittas Pension from £1,595, including international flights,
return transfers and breakfast. Please call Cox & Kings on 020 3813
5108 or visit coxandkings.co.uk for more information.

The Mirrorcube © Treehotel
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ION Luxury Adventure Hotel,
Iceland
Hunker down in ION, a refuge of comfort and warmth surrounded by
barren mountains and knobbly Icelandic lava fields. This alien form on
the landscape somehow blends seamlessly with the environment.
The interiors are large, light and airy with huge windows that let the
outside in. Furnishings are simple but of the highest quality and
environmentally friendly wherever possible. Invigorating natural spa
treatments will leave you feeling at one with the world while the restaurant
serves seasonal, sustainable Icelandic fare. In short, everything has been
designed with an eye towards harmonising with Mother Nature.
A stay here will leave you refreshed for daily outdoor adventures: challenge
yourself with a hike across a glacier, visit the bubbling hot springs and
spurting geysers of the Golden Circle, take an Eco Super Jeep tour to active
volcanoes, fly over the landscape in a helicopter for stunning aerial views
or drive out to deserted spots free of light pollution for a glimpse of the
northern lights.

C&K RECOMMENDS:
4 days & 3 nights staying at the Ion Hotel from £795, including
international flights, 4-day category B car hire from Reykjavik
airport and breakfast. Please call Cox & Kings on 020 3813 5108
or visit coxandkings.co.uk for more information.

Images © ION Luxury Adventure Hotel
Top: ION Aurora Bar; Middle: Hotel exterior; Bottom: Deluxe room
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ICEHOTEL, Sweden
If you’re after a winter wonderland, but one with adult
sophistication and qwuxe, then look no further. First created in
1989, this was the very first snow and ice hotel in the world, and
every year it’s reborn again. Specially selected artists, chosen
from around the world for the originality of their designs, create
a wondrous ice installation using ‘snice’ (snow and ice) from the
River Torne. In the spring the structure melts back into the river
and magically disappears, as if it never existed. Apart from the ice
rooms, there is also warm accommodation in rustic chalets, while
this winter will see the opening of ICEHOTEL 365, a permanent
structure with luxury suites, an ice bar and ice gallery.
Begin your Arctic adventure from the airport itself with an airport
transfer by dog sled. From there, the possibilities are endless:
venture into the forests on horseback in search of moose, handle
your own reindeer sled and slide out into the wilderness, learn how
to capture the northern lights on camera and try your own hand at
ice sculpting (just a shame that you can’t take your finished artwork
home with you).

C&K RECOMMENDS:
3 days & 2 nights staying at ICEHOTEL from £1,795,
including international flights, transfers with arrival transfer
by husky sledge, one night in a cold room, one night in a
warm room, one lunch, one dinner, half-day excursion to a
Sami homestead, northern lights snowmobile excursion and
breakfast daily. Please call Cox & Kings on 020 3813 5108
or visit coxandkings.co.uk for more information.

Images © ICEHOTEL
Top: Art Suite 2016, Live Your Time by Jose Carlos Cabello Millan
& Javier Alvaro Colomino Matassa, Photo Asaf Kliger
Main: ICEHOTEL 2016 Deluxe Suite, Rhythm of the Arctic
by Shingo Saito & Natsuki Saito Photo by Asaf Kliger
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A River Runs
Through It
Cruising through the backwaters of rural Burma, the Daily Telegraph’s
Nigel Tisdall discovers the river less travelled

Belmond Orcaella cruising the Chindwin river

S

ome places have names that
sound instantly exotic to us
dream-filled travellers: Zanzibar,
Timbuktu, Samarkand... and
Mandalay.

In 1922, when Somerset Maugham visited
Burma (officially known as Myanmar since
1989), he observed how this enchanting
word seems to have “an independent
magic” that somehow raises the visitor's
expectations. That's certainly true when I
fly into this former royal capital on a flight
packed with excited travellers eager to
explore a bewitching country still opening
up to tourism. Today this fabled destination
is home to a modern, traffic-congested
city, but the surrounding countryside is
still rich with ancient wonders gathered
beside a broad bend of the Irrawaddy
river. Gazing across its sepia waters to the
37 sacred hills of Sagaing, which lie 20km
to the south-west and are crowned with
hundreds of gleaming shrines, pagodas
and monasteries dating from the early
14th century, it is clear that the spell of
Mandalay is as potent as ever.
River cruising has always been the
most comfortable and romantic way
to savour this huge country: Burma still
has a shortage of top class hotels and
expert guides, and making long journeys
over muddy, pot-holed roads aboard
‘best available buses’ can be a wearying
business. Many visitors book a voyage up
and down the mighty Irrawaddy, but I've
chosen to do my touring on an 11-night,
1,647-km adventure that will see us sail
up the long, brown tentacle of the littlevisited Chindwin river that winds close to
the country's north-western border, then
return to behold another of Burma's great
set pieces, the temple-studded plains of
Pagan (Bagan).

Named after the small, beakless dolphins
that inhabit the rivers of southern Asia, the
four-deck Belmond Orcaella was purposebuilt in Rangoon (Yangon) to ply these
narrow, shallow waters, which can only be
navigated during August and September.
One of the joys of picking this journey is a
delicious sense of escaping the standard
tourist circuit, while travelling on a smaller
waterway means you see much more
riverbank life.

BURMA

Images (cloclwise from top left):
Young monk praying, Mandalay
Belmond Orcaella
Pahtodawgyi pagoda
Belmond Orcaella cabin
Kuthodaw temple, Mandalay
Farmers near temple, Mandalay
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Within an hour of casting off, I feel like
I've boarded a five-star time-machine
journeying back to the middle ages. Elegant
waitresses in red uniforms serve refreshing
strawberry and cucumber drinks as we
attune to a landscape lifted straight from
a willow pattern plate. Eighty per cent
of Burmese people still live an agrarian
lifestyle, and the river-hugging world we
discover beyond its cities seems barely
brushed by the modern world. Yes, there
are mobile phones and garish adverts for
Lucky Cow creamer, but the predominant
images are of water buffaloes wallowing
in the mud and fishermen in conical hats
drifting by in wooden canoes with colourful
sails sewn from old sheets. Giggling
schoolchildren wave, burgundy-robed
monks saunter through the paddy fields, a
gilded stupa catches the evening sunlight
like a glistening gold tooth.
My fellow passengers are an affable mix of
Australians, Americans and Europeans aged
from 13 to 90. Many are first-timers keen
to catch a glimpse of this hot-list country
before it becomes more developed, and we

all get on well – perhaps because, unlike on
some ocean-going cruises, we are all here
to look and learn rather than merely relax
and gorge.
With just 25 cabins, the ambience on
board is homely and pampering, with
serene comforts that include a sun terrace,
6-metre swimming pool, spa, fitness centre
and plush cabins featuring floor-to-ceiling
windows, rain showers and Bulgari toiletries.
Service levels are high with a 54-strong
crew, including an onboard doctor and a
talented chef who cooks up tasty soups,
snacks and curries that introduce us to
the country's lightly spiced cuisine: the fish
soup, mohinga, an intriguing pennywort
salad, grilled prawns and various sticky
desserts, not forgetting the palatable local
Red Mountain wine.
Our English-speaking guides give lectures
on subjects ranging from modern Burmese
fiction to herbal medicine, but it pays to do
some background reading too in order to
get the most from the many visits to places
of worship. These range from the colossal

XXXXXXX

Elegant waitresses in red uniforms
serve refreshing strawberry and
cucumber drinks as we attune to
a landscape lifted straight from a
willow pattern plate.

Bodhi Tataung Buddha near Monywa,
which rises 129 metres, to an extraordinary
orange pavilion nearby that was erected by
two Chinese brothers who made a fortune
from the body rub Tiger Balm, created
by their father in Rangoon in the 1870s.
Adorned with snarling tigers and statues
of the sons dressed in suits and ties, it
makes a refreshing change from the deluge
of Buddha images that are a prominent
feature of our daily sightseeing.
Our trips ashore have the air of presidential
visits, with a supporting posse of Belmond
Orcaella staff following us through the teakbuilt villages armed with umbrellas, walkietalkies, wet wipes and bottles of chilled
water. We are not cocooned, though, and
the Burmese are as keen to take pictures
of and engage with us as we are of them.
We stop at markets to buy intricately woven
baskets, sample snacks of deep-fried
gourd, chat with monks and admire young
boys playing chinlone, a popular sport like
keepie-uppie that's played with a rattan ball.

At Mawleik we ride standing up in the back
of construction trucks to a jungle camp
where elephants are taught to haul logs,
while at other ports of call we visit schools
to donate exercise books and give alms
to parading monks. For many, the most
memorable encounter is watching five
boys aged from six to 10 being prepared
for monastic education in Mokehtaw. As I sit
among the proud mothers watching their
nervous sons have their heads shaved, the
mixed emotions rippling round the village
hall are like the first day of term at any
primary school in the world.
The most northerly point up the Chindwin
river that we can venture to is Homalin. It
feels a privilege to travel in these remote
waters where special permission is required
to visit a sensitive frontier region where, at
some points, the Indian border is just 50km
away. Now we are close to the mountainous
homelands of the Naga tribes whose bright
red handwoven textiles make an irresistible
souvenir. We get to try some of their local
dishes and take a tuk-tuk ride to the port's
celebrated Buddah Lotus Garden.
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Bodhi Tataung Buddha,
which rises 129 metres, to an
extraordinary orange pavilion

Giant Buddhas, Monywa

BURMA

Afterwards, as the crew prepare for the long
but quicker return voyage downstream,
with different stops en route, I notice a large
sign on the quayside that reads “Warmly
welcome and take care of tourists”. Is
this advice for the local townsfolk? Or
just a poorly phrased greeting to foreign
visitors? Either way, it undoubtedly
reflects how we've been treated in Burma.
After countless dreamy days lost on the
Chindwin, being enchanted, educated and
cosseted, I feel most reluctant to return
to ‘normal’ life with its tiresome routines,
annoying bills and daily blizzard of emails.
As Maugham observed during his visit,
“When a traveller sets out the one person
he must leave behind is himself”. Drifting
along the rivers of Burma – so calm, so
picturesque – you can certainly do that. •

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Discovering the Chindwin with
Belmond Orcaella
15 Days & 13 Nights from £4,995
Sail from Mandalay to Pagan (Bagan)
aboard the stylish Belmond Orcaella.
Discover quaint rural villages, experience
the bustle of morning markets,
explore ancient temples, pagodas and
monasteries, and soak up the passing
riverside scenery.
Speak to one of our Far East experts to find
out more
t 020 3813 5108

Pagan

Two young monks

Floating market, CREDIT Mandalay Seqoya / Shutterstock.

BURMA AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Far East expert James Noyes
In recent years, Burma, now known as
Myanmar, has blossomed into an exciting
travel destination full of exotic charm.
James Noyes introduces us to some of the
highlights of this magical country.

Resort near the shores of tranquil Inle Lake
references the monastic life with its arches
and cloisters, offering a more contemplative
travel experience.

When

In Rangoon, start the day with a palata – a
thick, pancake-like flat bread – at Seikkan
Tha Street, a morning market area. Book a
table at Feel Myanmar restaurant, renowned
for its excellent Burmese cuisine. Try one of
the fabulous local curries and accompanying
vegetable sauces and soups.

Visit from November to February, when it
is dry and not too hot. The monsoon peaks
between July and September – a good time
to take a river cruise as water levels peak and
remote tributaries become navigable.

Sleep
Arguably the best hotel in Burma, Belmond
Governor's Residence is an imposing 1920s
colonial mansion set within the elegant
Embassy quarter of Rangoon. Lotus pools,
tropical gardens, cooling verandas and
exotic cuisine all add to the romance. Hotel
by the Red Canal in Mandalay is a similarly
green and calm oasis, decked out in teak
and traditional ethnic furnishings. If you
want to escape the city, the Sanctum Inle

Eat

Drink
Tea Shop Lucky Seven in Rangoon serves
a refreshing Burmese cuppa. Nibble on rice
flour pancakes with poppy seeds from the
stall next door.

Try
Ride the Rangoon Circular Railway from
Central Railway Station into the various
townships on the outskirts of the city, offering

an intriguing insight into everyday local life.
If you’re after an excursion with an artistic
bent, visit the Pansodan Gallery, showcasing
traditional Burmese artwork; New Zero Art
Space, a not-for-profit gallery that helps
emerging artists; and the River Gallery,
which features works by 20 to 30 established
and emerging artists. For the romantic, a
relaxing cruise on Inle Lake visiting the
floating villages or a sunrise balloon ride
over the myriad temples and pagodas of
Pagan are just the ticket.
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Art Tours
Worldwide
Art • Archaeology • Architecture

Cox & Kings is the travel partner
for the Royal Academy of Arts and
our programme of expert-led small
group tours is open to all art lovers,
enthusiasts and experts alike.
The 2017-18 brochure is now out,
featuring 27 tours to 18 countries with
new destinations as diverse as Poland and
Iran. Focussing on the art, architecture
and archaeology of many of the world’s
most culturally rich destinations, these
tours are accompanied by expert lecturers
who help to design the itineraries, give
talks along the way and, in many cases,
open doors that would normally be closed
to the general public.

For detailed itineraries and prices, please request
a copy of the 2017-18 RA Worldwide Art Tours
brochure by calling 0844 576 5518 quoting
reference COMPASS, or visit coxandkings.co.uk/ra

For reservations, please call
020 3813 5108

Spring 2017 Highlights
A taste of our spring 2017 tour collection...
Iran:
Persian Palaces & Gardens with Hilary Smith
3 April – 13 Nights from £4,495

Rome:
From Romans to the Renaissance with Dr Nigel Spivey
4 April – 4 Nights from £1,695

Crete:
Minoans, Venetians & Ottomans with Dr Konstantine Politis
4 April – 8 Nights from £2,195

Malta & Gozo:
Temples, Knights & Caravaggio with Dr Konstantine Politis
24 April – 4 Nights from £1,195

Romania:
Mountains, Monasteries & Medieval Cities with John Osborne
15 May – 9 Nights from £1,845

Lost Treasures
of

Ancient Nubia
Sudan is, as yet, undiscovered by mass tourism. Nigel Hosking, head of the
product team at Cox & Kings, returns astonished by the sights.
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SUDAN

V

isiting much of Sudan today
must feel similar to how the first
travellers to Egypt felt over 200
years ago. There is something quite
thrilling about arriving at an ancient
monument where the only footprints
are yours – it’s as if you are the very first
tourist. And indeed, tourism here is in
its infancy, so it’s rare that anyone else
will encroach on those quiet moments
as you walk across virgin sands towards
crumbling relics; no queues, no hawkers,
no battling to hear a guide.
Sudan is the ancient land of the Kush,
the kingdom of the Meroitic kings and
warrior queens, where for so long many
of the incredible archaeological sites
and monuments were buried under the
sands. This is Nubia, with its Black Pharaoh
temples and where hospitality is simply
a way of life. Sudan was once the largest
and one of the most geographically
diverse states in Africa. It split into two
countries in July 2011 after the people of
the south voted for independence. What is
now northern Sudan was in ancient times
the kingdom of Nubia, which came under
Egyptian rule after 2600 BC. This Egyptian
and Nubian civilisation, called Kush,
flourished until 350 AD.

plentiful. I persuaded myself that I was
good in the heat and, as I love a desert, the
next part of my journey was to be a treat,
never mind the temperature.
Soon out of the city we hit mile after
mile of dunes and desert landscapes,
with roads as straight as an arrow, often
encroached by sands causing a slowdown
of our progress. The drives were long,
but stops were well timed and there was
always something interesting to see, not
least the occasional herds of sheep or
wandering camels. One particular diversion
took us across the Bayuda desert,
seemingly barren but home to a number
of nomad tribes. We met a family of
Bisharin nomads, who warmly welcomed
me to their mud and cane home (well,
shack) and offered us tea. Through my
guide, Abdulmoneim, I learnt that, despite
their apparent limited wealth, they were
regarded as rich among the rest of their
tribe: they owned 18 camels, a small herd
of goats and a beaten-up old Toyota, used
for occasional trips to the market.

The capital city of Khartoum is organised
chaos, steeped in British history, still
with evidence of an imperial past: roads
planned in the shape of a Union flag,
vestiges of General Gordon and Kitchener,
and old Sheffield steel bridges over the
River Nile. The river is the lifeblood of
Sudan and Egypt and it is in this vibrant
city that the Blue and White Nile converge.
A gentle boat ride to this very point is a
must, as is a visit to the busy and colourful
Omdurman souk, the largest in the country,
with its endless alleys and side streets.

Reaching the key sights always seemed
to involve a sudden veer off the tarmac
and up to 45 minutes carving tracks
across dunes, adding to the intrigue and
excitement. Suddenly the sandstone
butte of the ‘Holy Mountain’, Jebel Barkal,
appeared to rise out of the desert. This
Unesco-listed site, along with the ancient
city of Napata that lies at its feet, was once
a landmark for Nubian caravan traders. A
gentle climb to its top in the early evening
gives a stunning sunset view over ruined
temples below, established almost 3,500
years ago. The temple of Mut, cut into the
mountain’s base, was built by Taharqa, the
last Kushite king to rule Egypt. Inside, the
walls are decorated with incredible reliefs,
comparable to anything in Egypt.

I travelled to this truly amazing country
in May – not the best time to visit, with
temperatures regularly hitting 45 degrees
and more (October to April are the ideal
months to travel here). Thankfully my
comfortable 4x4 Landcruiser (with the
ever smiling Shorba at the wheel) was air
conditioned and supplies of water were

There are in fact more pyramids in Sudan
than in Egypt. Although undoubtedly
smaller, it seems to me that their remote
locations give them more appeal and
certainly greater atmosphere. My first
sighting was at the royal Kushite cemetery
of El Kurru, where the earliest date from
the ninth century BC. The tombs here

are decorated with stunning murals, very
similar to those in the Valley of the Kings.
At Nuri, the weather-beaten pyramids
appear to be crumbling into the sands,
reclaimed by the desert. But for me, it is
Meroë that has the greatest charm. The
royal cemetery was transferred here at the
beginning of the third century BC, marking
a shift away from Egypt’s influence
towards a more African identity. There
are over 50 pyramids here, some poorly
preserved and, unfortunately, in a sorry
state, largely due to the work of an Italian
treasure hunter, Giuseppe Ferlini, who
in 1834 destroyed some in his quest for
riches. Yet this does not detract from the
rare sensation of visiting this site, which I
did early in the morning, as the sun started
to throw shadows over the pristine sands,
changing the buttery yellow colours of the
pyramids to gold.
On my final day as the sun was setting on
Khartoum, Abdulmoneim and I shared tea
with locals in a streetside cafe, a prelude
to a truly incredible performance by the
infamous Whirling Dervishes. Not originally
intended as entertainment (I was one of
only a handful of tourists in a crowd of
many hundreds), this religious dance is
performed in an attempt to achieve a state
of religious ecstasy. It’s colourful, very noisy
and a unique experience.
As astonishing as the performance was,
it was the people of Sudan that most
surprised me. On that last evening I
was greeted by so many friendly faces,
inquisitive men, women and children
who were excited to meet me. Many
just wanted to shake my hand and say
welcome, with the young especially keen
to try out their limited English.
But the truly unmissable experience is the
peace and solitude of the desert sights. Go
now, before the crowds descend! •

Images (clockwise from top left)
Meroe pyramids
Yong Nubian girl
Rock formation, Bayuda desert
Traditional Nubian houses
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Recommended C&K tour
Treasures of Ancient Nubia
11 Days & 8 Nights from £2,945
This fascinating tour, available as an escorted group or
on a private basis, takes in the historic sites of the capital
Khartoum before heading into the desert in search of the
remote Unesco-listed sites of Meroë and Jebel Barkal.
Speak to one of our Africa experts to find out more.
t 020 3813 5108

Woman serving traditional tea

SUDAN AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Africa expert Shameem Bhyat

When

Eat

The winter months are the best time to
travel, from October/November to the
end of March/April. The weather during
this period is dry and sunny. December to
February is slightly cooler. Khartoum, the
capital city, is usually more humid than
other areas.

Set on the banks of the River Nile, near
to the fort of Omdurman, the Al Hoshe
Restaurant offers authentic Sudanese
cuisine, prepared in an open kitchen
and served in a rustic dining area, with
traditional furnishings and decorations.
Locals as well as tourists frequent this
eatery – always a good sign.

Sleep
The Nubian Rest House is a charming
boutique hotel located in the market town
of Karima at the foot of Jebel Barkal, the
holy mountain. The arches and domes
of this traditional Nubian building are set
within a walled garden. For a comfortable
desert experience, stay at The Meroë
Camp, overlooking the Royal Necropolis.
Each of the 22 tents has its own private
bathroom and veranda from which to gaze
out on the vast desert landscapes. Watch
the sun set over the pyramids from the
restaurant’s veranda.
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Try
After lunch at the Al Hoshe Restaurant,
take a short, 40-minute cruise to the
confluence of the Blue and White Nile,
known as Al-Mogran, which lies just north
of the bridge between Khartoum and
Omdurman. Visit the tomb of the 19thcentury Sufi leader Sheikh Hamed al Nil
in Omdurman where, on Friday evenings,
the Whirling Dervishes perform. Dressed
in patchwork garments of green and red
with dreadlocks and beads, they dance
and chant accompanied by drums and

cymbals; the atmosphere is electric.
Visit Omdurman souk, a busy, colourful
market with endless side streets and stalls.
Compete with the donkeys and rickshaws
for space as you search for some
interesting purchases. In Khartoum, watch
Nuba wrestling, an age-old practice that
involves grappling and slamming your
opponent to the ground. Tournaments are
normally held in conjunction with planting
and harvesting festivals.

Join us

The heart and home of geography

www.rgs.org/joinus

Off the Beaten Track in España Verde
Travel writer Fiona Watson boards the El Transcantabrico Gran Lujo
train for a luxurious journey across northern Spain, 1920s style.
El Transcantabrico Gran Lujo

T

he art of luxury train travel has
undergone a renaissance in Spain.
And what better way to experience it
than aboard the El Transcantabrico
Gran Lujo? Taking inspiration from the elegance
of the early 20th century, this gem of railway
heritage has it all: original wood-panelled
carriages, sumptuous upholstered compartments
(upgraded with all mod-cons), gourmet dining
cars and chic cocktail bars with sparkling
entertainment. To top it off, this is a suiteonly train – 14 in total – each with a separate
bedroom, sitting room and bathroom with turbo
shower. And if you’re not the kind of traveller
who is lulled to sleep by the rattle of wheels
against track, don’t worry – the train is stationary
overnight, allowing for a good night’s kip. This is
rail travel fit for royalty.
But divine as the train may be, arguably it is the
route that is the star. Starting in the lively port of
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Bilbao in the Basque Country, the train wends its
way along Spain’s historic, bucolic north coast,
from Cantabria and Asturias to Galicia in the
north-west, finishing in the pilgrimage hotspot
of Santiago de Compostela. This is España
Verde, Spain’s greenest area, packed with lush
landscapes and historically fascinating yet
diverse towns, and fringed by Atlantic-facing
beaches and the Picos de Europa mountains,
which rise up to 2,600 metres. This route is
well off the tourist trail, allowing a peek into
authentic Spain.
My journey begins in San Sebastian, city of
movie star glamour thanks to the annual film
festival. Fringed by the golden sands of La
Concha beach, it was the favoured retreat of
19th and 20th century European royalty. Here
you can admire open-air sculpture as well
as cutting-edge contemporary architecture.
An international favourite with foodies, San

Sebastian is loved for its pintxos (pronounced
‘pinchos’), the regional tapas featuring little
skewers of delicious morsels such as octopus and
Iberian pork.
A short road journey around the rocky Bay of
Biscay and I board the train for the onward
journey to the coastal city of Bilbao. This is
the Basque Country’s most populous city,
whose fortunes were reversed by the arrival of
Frank Gehry’s stunning Guggenheim Museum,
transforming a shabby port into a revitalised
cultural centre buzzing with art and music.
On to Santander, the capital of Cantabria, with
its long seafront promenades, belle époque
mansions, and calm, refined air. Inland lies the
dramatic La Hermida gorge, a verdant groove
buried deep in the eastern flank of the Picos de
Europa mountains. The area is not just beautiful
but steeped in history. A delightful discovery is
the medieval riverside village of Potes, famous

Gijon harbour

for its ancient stone bridges, Infantado Tower
and sixth-century monastery. And in Comillas
sits the surreal, fairy-tale meets wedding cake
El Capricho mansion, a stunning architectural
fantasy built in the late 1880s as a summer villa
for the Indian lawyer Máximo Díaz de Quijano.

Pintxos, San Sebastian

San Sebastian is loved
for its pintxos
(pronounced ‘pinchos’),
the regional tapas featuring
little skewers of delicious
morsels such as octopus
and Iberian pork.

After an overnight stop in the town of Cabezon
de la Sal, we make a visit to the Altamira
Neocave Museum near Santillana del Mar – an
exact replica of the Altamira caves with their
prehistoric polychrome paintings depicting
horses, wild boar and a herd of bison, along with
human handprints (the original caves are closed
to the public to protect them). Dating from the
Upper Paleolithic era (14,000 – 18,000 years
ago), these primitive yet stunning artworks are
Unesco listed.

‘Indiano’ mansions, built by Spanish colonialists
returned from the Americas, as well as its
stunning setting with grassy pastures next to
magnificent beaches. The area is called the
Costa Verde – the green coast.

The train continues on to the fishing town of
Ribadesella in Asturias, famous for its handsome

From the Panorama car I admire the western
massif of the Picos de Europa National Park,

Galician coastline

before a picturesque stop at the glacial waters
of Lake Enol, surrounded by verdant cattle-filled
meadows. From natural wonders to historicalreligious monuments; Our Lady of Covadonga,
a spectacularly located mountaintop shrine,
commemorates the eighth-century battle when
Visigothic rulers vanquished the invading Moors
(Muslim North Africans), traditionally aided by
the Virgin Mary. We pull into the Romanesque
city of Oviedo, Asturia’s capital. The highlight
here is the ninth-century Basilica of San Julián de
los Prados with its exquisite frescoes.
The next day I delight in one quaint fishing
town after another, each with their individual
character and charm. In Avilés, a vibrant fishing
industry sits side by side with 13th-century
churches, as well as the boldly contemporary
Niemeyer Centre, host to an array of cultural
events; it’s the first work by the Brazilian architect
in Spain. In nearby Gijón, a popular harbour
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SPAIN

town with an important naval history, I sample
the renowned Asturian cider; over 200 varieties
of apple are grown in the region. Its beaches
are famous too: Playa San Lorenzo is a vast
stretch of golden sand looking onto the
Cantabrian Sea. Finally Luarca, a small fishing
and pleasure port that prides itself in its grand
Indiano mansions as well as the world’s largest
collection of giant squid.
Our journey is nearly over by the time we reach
the final province on our westward route, Galicia.
An important historic trading port, the Galician
municipality of Ribadeo is a dukedom of the
Casa de Alba, one of Spain’s noblest aristocratic
families. Stunning rock formations on Las
Catedrales beach, which can only be seen at
low tide, draw thousands of visitors from all over
the world to wonder at its 30-metre-high arches
and caves eroded by the sea. An hour further
along the dramatic coastline, the medieval
town of Viveiro has ancient walls that protected
it against attacks from 17th-century pirates –
three original gates remain, including the Castela
da Ponte, or the gate of Carlos V. Romanesque
buildings include the churches of San Pedro and
Santa Maria, as well as the river bridge.

Cathedral of St James, Santiago de Compostela

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
as many other Romanesque, gothic, baroque
and Renaissance buildings. This has been a
destination for countless pilgrims on the Camino
de Santiago (Way of St James) for more than
1,000 years. The walls of the tiny back alleys are
marked with scallop shells – sign of ‘The Way’
and a marker for pilgrims. I only experience a
teeny bit of guilt that, unlike the centuries of
footsore walkers, I have arrived here in great
comfort.•

And so we arrive at Santiago de Compostela,
capital of Galicia and holiest of places, with its
spectacular 13th-century cathedral housing
the reputed relics of St James the Great, as well

Discover Spain by Luxury Train
7 Days & 6 Nights from £2,695
Travel in style through the northern regions of
Spain aboard El Transcantabrico Clasico. Journey
from Santander on the Bay of Biscay along the
Cantabrian coast, then through Asturias, finishing
in the verdant region of Galicia.
El Transcantabrico Gran Lujo offers even greater
luxury. An 8-night holiday, including 7 nights on the
train, is priced from £5,665 per person.

Speak to one of our Europe experts to find
out more

t

020 3813 5108

NORTHERN SPAIN AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Europe expert Clare Attwood

When
The northern regions of Spain have a maritime
climate, which generally means warm summers
and mild winters. The summer months of July and
August are the best time to visit. Due to the region’s
elevation, come prepared for cool nights and rain.

Sleep
Considered to be one of the oldest hotels in the
world, the Parador Hostal dos Reis Catolicos
in Santiago de Compostela started out as a royal
hospital in 1499 to give shelter to the numerous
pilgrims making their way to the city. It has four
tranquil cloisters, elegant guestrooms and a vaulted
dining room (formerly the stables) serving Galician
cuisine – according to tradition, you can grab a
free lunch here if you’re one of the first 10 pilgrims
of the day to arrive (although you’ll have to take a
pew in the staff dining quarters). At the opposite
end of the spectrum, the Hotel Marqués de Riscal
in the Basque Country is one of Europe's most
innovative and unusual hotels. Its cutting-edge
architecture is the creation of Frank Gehry. Beneath
its twisted metal roof delight in bright, airy rooms,
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Michelin-starred cuisine, exceptional wines and
vineyard views from its multi-angled windows.

Eat
The gastronomic city of San Sebastian is awash
with Michelin stars. Try three-star Arzak. Headed
by chef Juan Mari Arzak, it has been one of the
leading proponents of the New Basque cuisine
for the last two decades, and holds a stash of over
100,000 bottles in its wine cellar.

Drink
A visit to a vineyard is a must. We recommend
Dinastía Vivanco, a pioneering winery in La Rioja
that is mostly built underground. This minimises
its environmental impact and also provides a
balanced temperature and humidity year round –
essential prerequisites for proper wine ageing and
preservation.

Try
On a clear day, take the cable car from Fuente
Dé and ascend 750 metres for outstanding views
of the Picos de Europa mountain range. At the top

you can take a walk, enjoy a picnic and appreciate
the stunning scenery. While the Altamira cave
and its rock paintings are undoubtedly worth
visiting, the nearby village of Santillana del Mar
is equally impressive. Considered to be one of
the most picturesque in the country, its cobbled
alleys, flower-filled balconies and muddle of
medieval houses seem like something out of a film
set. Nature enthusiasts should visit the Reserva
Natural de las Marismas de Santoña y Noja,
a wetland area and crucial stopover for migrating
birds. Meander the pathways or climb Monte
Bucierio for marshland views, a forested island with
dramatic cliffs, connected to the mainland by a
sandspit.

T R AV E L E X P E R I E N C E D

FACE TO FACE WITH

AUSTRALIA
Discover the breathtaking variety of Australia,
from the dramatic scenery of its red interior to
its dense jungles, rugged coastline and dynamic
cities. Swim amid the teeming marine life
of the Great Barrier Reef, explore the wilds of
Tasmania, experience the buzz of Sydney
and discover ancient Aboriginal sites.

• Tailor-made travel
• Small group tours
• Rail journeys
• Self-drive
• Cruises

coxandkings.co.uk/australia
To speak to an expert or request a brochure,
call 020 3813 5018 quoting COMPASS

The Silversea Difference
Silversea’s small luxury ships are designed for those who delight in the thrill of
discovery while indulging in lavish surroundings.
Silversea sails to over 800 destinations on all seven continents, more than any other cruise
line. Itineraries include many ports with late-night and overnight departures providing
guests with more time to experience the local colours and cultures. For those who yearn to
explore the new and unknown, Silversea Expeditions can transport you to the furthermost
boundaries of the planet.
All accommodations are spacious, ocean-view suites. The Silversea brand is passionate
about service and committed to maintaining the highest standards with a staff to guest
ratio of nearly one to one. A private butler provides personalised service, where every wish,
every need is discreetly anticipated and promptly delivered.

Mediterranean Voyage
Silver Wind’s Mediterranean Voyage begins
in Venice, cruising along the Adriatic and
Ionian coastlines and making stops en route in
Croatia, Montenegro and Greece. Explore the
canals and piazzas of Venice, the fortified city
of Dubrovnik and the most southerly fjord at
Kotor in Montenegro. After visiting the Greek
island of Corfu and travelling around the heel
of Italy to Sicily, the trip ends in the Italian
capital, Rome.
The 143-suite Silver Wind has extensive leisure
facilities including a pool deck with an outdoor
pool and whirlpools, library, games room and
exceptional boutique shopping. The casino
and show lounge provides anything from fullscale production shows and classical soloists,
to cultural entertainment and feature films.
There is also a full range of spa and beauty
treatments available, with sauna and steam
rooms and a state-of-the-art fitness centre with
exercise classes and personal trainer.
The 24-hour dining service offers contemporary,
international cuisine in the main restaurant
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with open seating. Guests can also dine al fresco
against the backdrop of ocean views. The vessel has
the only Relais & Châteaux restaurant at sea.
C&K highlights:
• Visit to the idyllic island of Capri
• Comprehensive list of shore excursions to choose
from
• Complimentary transportation into town in most
ports
• Personalised service – nearly one crew member for
every guest and refrigerator and bar stocked with
guests' complimentary preferences
• Butler service in every suite
• International flights and Rome and Venice hotel
stay included
From £3,995 per person including international
flights, arrival and departure transfers in Venice
and Rome, 1 night’s accommodation in Venice,
1 night’s accommodation in Rome and 10
nights aboard Silver Wind. Please speak to a
Cox & Kings Europe expert to find out more on
020 3813 5108.

PROMOTION

Indonesian Islands Cruise
The deluxe Indonesian Islands Cruise begins
in Bali, before sailing north into the Java Sea
towards Indonesian Borneo (Kalimantan). The
trip continues on to the Kepulauan Badas islands,
before docking in Singapore. Stops along the way
include remote Indonesian islands and bustling
port towns. A real highlight of the voyage is the
chance to see orangutans from Camp Leakey on
Indonesian Borneo on a private escorted excursion
by Dr Biruté Mary Galdikas, the world’s foremost
authority on these remarkable animals.
The sleek 120-guest Silver Discoverer is the perfect
platform for viewing untamed landscapes. All
suites are ocean-view with plenty of deck space to
watch the native wildlife such as breaching whales
or a pod of dolphins. The vessel features 60 suites
spread over five decks, ranging from Explorer suites
with two porthole windows to opulent Medallion
suites with a teak balcony and floor-to-ceiling
glass doors. The vast onboard facilities include a
restaurant, bar, lounge, beauty salon, steam room,
sauna, outdoor pool and a fitness centre with
aerobics, yoga and pilates classes.

C&K highlights:
• Cruise in style through the Java Sea visiting
remote islands
• Search for orangutans in Indonesian Borneo
• Snorkel in pristine marine environments
• Highly qualified expedition team including expert
marine biologists, ornithologists and historians
• Personalised service with a butler for all suites
• International flights and hotel stays included
From £5,295 per person including international
flights, arrival and departure transfers in Bali
and Singapore, 2 nights' accommodation in
Bali, 1 night's accommodation in Singapore
and 8 nights aboard Silver Discoverer. Please
speak to a Cox & Kings Far East expert to find
out more on 020 3813 5108.

Galapagos
The luxury Galapagos Island Cruise explores the
remote and breathtakingly beautiful Galapagos
archipelago and its abundant variety of wildlife.
Lying just off the western coast of South America
and inaccessible to most, its isolation has
allowed nature to develop in ways exclusive to
the islands. Passengers can experience it all with
complimentary exploration activities such as
Zodiac tours, snorkelling, kayaking and nature hikes
led by highly experienced and certified guides.
The Silver Galapagos is one of Silversea’s purposebuilt and more intimate expedition vessels,
transporting passengers to the furthermost
boundaries of the planet. In between islands,
guests can relax in spacious suites complete with
butler service. Extensive onboard facilities include
a library, beauty salon, massage room, explorer
lounge offering informative lectures, fitness centre,
snorkel area, piano bar and jacuzzi bar. There are
also two gourmet restaurants on board serving
international and local cuisine, including a grill,
allowing guests the chance to grill and dine on their
own fresh seafood under a canopy of stars.

C&K highlights:
• Visit the volcanic island of Santiago
• Tropical snorkelling off Eden islet
• Observe giant Galapagos tortoises in their natural
habitat
• Visit the Charles Darwin station in Puerto Ayora
• Spot colonies of Galapagos sea lions
• Avianca flights and Quito hotel stay included

This 13-day & 10-night luxury itinerary
includes all flights, 7 nights on Silver
Galapagos with shared guided excursions,
2 nights' accommodation in Quito and
1 night's accommodation in Guayaquil.
Please speak to a Cox & Kings Latin America
expert to find out more on 020 3813 5108.
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Persian
Style
Tourism in Iran is on the rise, and fast.
Hilary Smith, RA Art Tours expert lecturer
and co-writer of the Bradt guide to Iran,
explains why this rewarding country
should be your next holiday
destination.
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IRAN

I

ran is an exciting country teeming with
people radiating warm curiosity and
hospitality. Iranians want to welcome and
meet people from the English-speaking
world. Many strands have melded together
to form this modern country – a country trampled
and fertilised over millennia by diverse peoples.
Most of us who visit – and I include myself here
– are not Farsi speakers and many would be
surprised to discover that Farsi, the language of
modern Iran, is an Indo European language.
Different cultural and ethnic groups have
crisscrossed Iran from the third millennium BC
onwards, each depositing a different layer of
tradition and providing related archaeological
material. First, peoples from the Caucasus arrived,
whose markers are the Achaemenid dynasty
and Zoroastrianism, and whose ideas spread
beyond the boundaries of today’s political state.
Greater Iran was then invaded by the armies of
Alexander the Great, following the Achaemenid
Royal Road to Persepolis and onwards to the
satrapies (Persian provinces) further to the
east and south: Sogdia, Bactria and Arachosia.
Even after Alexander’s death, contacts with the
Mediterranean world continued with the Romans
fighting first the successors of the Achaemenids,
the Arsacids or Parthians and then their
successors, the Sasanians. Many are the reliefs of
the Sasanian period (224 – 651 BC) showing the
Kings triumphant, their horses trampling Roman
emperors or with the captive Romans subjugated.
The Romans took from Iran a new occult religion
in Mithraism, born from the Zoroastrian tradition
and which, although eventually subsumed by
Christianity, survives in the name of the Bishop’s
hat, the mitre.
In the medieval period, ancient Iran and its
traditions were challenged once more by the
invasion of the Arabs with their religion, language
and script. Islam and the Arabic script dominate
to this day. To begin with, however, new coins
partook of the existing traditions and bore
portraits and other images and frequently a
mixture of scripts while the famed zoomorphic
and anthropomorphic metal work of the
Sasanians continued to be manufactured well
into the Islamic period. Ancient stories and myths

survive to the present through versions, some
lavishly illustrated, of Ferdowsi’s Shahnameh or
Book of Kings.
International trade was established early along
that famed conduit for men, goods and ideas now
known as the Silk Road. Not only were Iranian
ideas contained in the Manichaean religion
exported westwards to the Mediterranean and
eastwards into China in the early Christian era,
but goods came into Iran: from the west came
glass technologies, from the east came ceramics
and silk. These material gains were most notable
at the courts in the medieval and early modern
periods of the Mongols (1220 – 1340AD) and
also at the Timurid and Safavid courts, whose
rulers spoke Turkic languages.
But where is the tangible evidence and what
can we see? Iran has a wealth of exciting
archaeological remains. In common with most
countries, there are those sites depending on
a skilled interpreter and a vivid imagination,
but Iran has more. The incomparable National
Museum in Tehran preserves many of the choicest
finds from sites throughout this vast landmass
and provides a very valuable introduction. In
the southern region of Pars, the tomb of the
Achaemenid king Cyrus the Great, who had
the inscribed cylinder containing the phrase
confirming freedom of religious practice for all
placed in his rebuilt Babylon, still stands in the
midst of what are the vestiges of the oldest
known ‘Persian garden’. The archaeological
highlight, however, must be Persepolis, the
Achaemenid complex of gateways and palaces
covered with inscriptions and adorned with
reliefs and statues. It was within the landscape
of Persepolis that many of the Achaemenid
rulers were buried; their tombs overlook the site.
The importance of this area for the Persians is
enhanced by a visit to nearby Naqsh-i Rustam
where further Achaemenid tombs high up on
the cliff have traces of the Parthians on the lower
register, with their last king trampled by the horse
of the first Sasanian king Ardashir I. Traces of an
even earlier relief belonging to the Elamite period
(third – second millennia BC) are just visible on
the relief depicting Bahram II.

Images (clockwise from top):
Tehran cityscape and Alborz mountains
Naranjestan garden, Shiraz
Imam Mosque, Isfahan
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IRAN

Columns and ruins, Persepolis

elaborate decoration still visible in the highly
decorated interiors of the Chehel Sotun pavilion
and the Ali Qapu palace.

The thirst experienced in the desert can finally be
slaked by a visit to the oasis city of Isfahan. The
appetite for the glowing colours of the tiled domes
and minarets will have been whetted in Yazd’s
Timurid Friday Mosque and other buildings, but in
Isfahan are numerous jewels to choose from: for
me it is the coffee-coloured exterior of the dome of
the Sheikh Lotfollah mosque. That said, Isfahan is
so full of plums it is hard to have just one favourite.
The whole of the central Safavid square, where
polo was once played but now fountains, lights
and horse carriages delight the eye and the ear, is
a joy. More serious but equally breathtaking is the
complex architecture of the old Friday Mosque, built
like many early mosques on the site of an earlier fire
temple and whose architecture in part provokes in
me the same kind of shivers I experienced when I
first entered Durham cathedral.

A flavour of Safavid court arts is more readily
experienced in the decorative arts museums of
today’s capital than in the Safavid buildings of
Isfahan: the Carpet Museum in Tehran and the
exquisite Reza Abbasi Museum for glassware, metal
wares and ceramics. The Ardabil carpet in London’s
Victoria and Albert Museum may well have been
commissioned for the Safavid family tombs in
Ardabil. If you know Petworth House in Sussex
or have seen the pictures exhibited at the Royal
Academy, you may know the portraits from the
1620s by Anthony van Dyck of Sir Robert Shirley
and his wife Teresia, a Circassian he met and
married while living at the Safavid court in Isfahan;
it was as envoy of the shah in Rome that he met
and was painted by van Dyck. He wears exotic
figured cloth of gold with an elaborate turban while
the painter’s sketch of Teresia describes her attire
as “Persian dress and style”. The pilgrimage route
towards the tomb of the eighth Shi’i imam, Reza, in
Mashhad (and we know Shah Abbas walked from
Isfahan!) would probably have passed Natanz, with
its 14th-century portal and dome, but also Kashan,
probable burial place of this shah and then a hub
for the manufacture of the luxury textiles on which
the court depended.

Isfahan’s principal central buildings date to the
period when Shah Abbas, the Safavid ruler, sought
a place of greater safety than that afforded
by Ardabil (menaced by the Ottoman Turks)
far to the west. It was the Safavids too who
definitively established that the branch of Islam
to be followed in Iran would be Shi’i rather than
Sunni. Cosmopolitan, sophisticated, the Safavids
were surrounded by a vibrant court and rich and

What might we expect from a trip to Iran? It’s
true, we women in particular must go ‘in disguise’
from the moment we land to the moment we take
off, but it’s really not too daunting. We may wear
discreet make up if we wish and may show a little
hair at the front, but generally we must be shrouded
and shapeless. Colour is certainly allowed and I
wear Indian dress: loose long drawstring trousers,
long-sleeved loose over shirt reaching down at least

Rock carvings, Persepolis

In the south-east of Iran lies the extensive Unescolisted Lut desert, crossed by important land-based
trade routes made redundant both by maritime
trade routes and ultimately by air travel. Vestiges
of the trade routes and the necessity to protect
men and goods are evidenced in the vast medieval
mud-brick forts, such as Rayen and Bam, in a region
where an important Bronze Age culture is gradually
being revealed by archaeologists around the town
of Jiroft. The region still uses age-old architectural
devices that enable humans to endure the extreme
summer heat: the badgirs (wind towers), qanats
(underground water channels), a lack of windows,
and thick walls penetrated by double wooden doors
with separate knockers making separate sounds
to herald female or male visitors. The city of Yazd
is also in this region, one of the few places in Iran
where you can engage with the living Zoroastrian
world.
Dotted throughout Iran are nine gardens, which
collectively make up a Unesco listing simply called
The Persian Garden: one, the Dolat Abad garden,
surrounds the tallest wind tower in Yazd while
another on the desert edge is the Shahzadeh in
Mahan. Others belong to the Safavid era and are to
be found in two cities particularly associated with
them: Isfahan and Kashan.
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The archaeological highlight,
however, must be Persepolis,
the Achaemenid complex of
gateways and palaces covered with
inscriptions and adorned with
reliefs and statues

Sheikh Lotfollah mosque, Isfahan
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to mid-thigh and often longer, and the scarf, or
dupatta, arranged over the head and neck. If you
need a shady sun hat you may need to fit this over
the scarf so that your neck is covered, or consider
using an umbrella to provide shade. Men do not
have to cover themselves as fully but shorts and
very short sleeves are not acceptable. Sun hats or
caps are acceptable as are sandals for both genders.
Iranians love to eat and meals are a shared family
occasion. If evenings are warm in, say, Isfahan,
you may expect to see families picnicking in the
gardens by the river. And the food is tasty but
not too spicy for our palates: rice with barberries,
almonds or saffron with egg, and meat either
cooked on skewers (kebabs) or in wonderfully
spiced stews called khoresht. Into this category falls
my favourite dish, which is rather rich: fasinjan, a
stew including walnuts and pomegranate. In Yazd
you might want to try abgoosht, literally meaning
‘water meat’, where you drink the liquid before
mashing up the meat and vegetables and eating it
with local bread. For something sweet, try faloodeh,

Historic Yazd

Sheikh Lotfollah mosque, Isfahan

an iced dessert with vermicelli and lime juice.
Desserts in our sense are not always available at
the end of meals in traditional restaurants. Mineral
water is available everywhere while non-alcoholic
beer is often available with meals. Otherwise there
are soft drinks, fruit juices or doogh, a mixture of
yoghurt and water.

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Above all, you should expect genuine warmth and
hospitality in any trip to this fascinating country:
Iranians are friendly and curious, want to practice
their English, want to communicate with you and
test whether you are a ‘normal’ human being like
them. Iran promises warmth, smells, sights and
lasting memories. •
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Recommended C&K tours

Iran: Persian Palaces & Gardens

Treasures of Persia

15 Days & 13 Nights from £4,495

11 days & 10 nights from £2,495 per person

Hilary Smith will lead Iran: Persian Palaces &
Gardens, one of Cox & Kings’ expert-led art tours
organised on behalf of the Royal Academy of
Arts, on 3-17 April 2017 and 9-23 April 2018.
Diana Driscoll will lead the same tour on 9-23
October 2017.

This comprehensive tour of Iran includes stays
in Tehran, Shiraz, Isfahan and Yazd and visits the
main cultural attractions including Pasargadae,
Persepolis and Nagsh-e-Rostam.
Speak to one of our Middle East experts to
find out more.
t 020 3813 5108

T R AV E L E X P E R I E N C E D

FACE TO FACE WITH

THE GALAPAGOS
Ecuador is a small country but remarkably
diverse; in just a few days, visitors can
discover the glory of the Andes, explore
the tropical Amazon rainforest and marvel
at the wonders of the Galapagos Islands.
Best explored by boat, the remote
volcanic outcrops of the Galapagos
archipelago are a truly unique destination.

ECUADOR & GALAPAGOS
EXPERIENCE
11-DAY TOURS FROM £4,095
• Includes 4-night Galapagos cruise on a first-class vessel
• Encounter amazing wildlife at close quarters
• Travel down the ‘Avenue of the volcanoes’
• Explore the old colonial centre of Quito
• Small group size – maximum 16 people

coxandkings.co.uk/ecuador
To speak to an expert or request a brochure,
call 020 3813 5018 quoting COMPASS

T h e Ris e of t he
Mo untain Ki ngd om
Visitors have been slow to return to Nepal after last year’s earthquake, but why
when there’s so much to see and do, asks Compass editor Jennifer Cox

Mount Annapurna, Himalaya

XXXXXXX

I

t’s just over 18 months since Nepal
suffered its worst natural disaster in
nearly a century. The deadly Gorkha
earthquake killed over 8,000 people,
devastating villages and ancient
palaces, destroying roads and triggering
fatal avalanches of rock down Mount
Everest. The effect on tourism has also
been shattering: much-needed visitors are
estimated to be down by two thirds, as
uncertainty lingers over the condition of
attractions such as the world-class trekking
trails in the Himalaya and Kathmandu’s
prized Unesco-listed sites.

So it is a wonderful surprise and relief to
discover first-hand that the vast majority of
Nepal’s unique attractions remain intact,
although there’s no denying the impact of
the earthquake. On Kathmandu’s Durbar
Square – the capital’s astounding palace
and temple complex dating back to the 11th
century – bamboo poles prop up cracked
walls of the grand neoclassical Gaddi
Baithak palace (reportedly modelled on
London’s National Gallery). And shockingly,
Kasthamandap, the 12th-century shrine
that gave Kathmandu its name, has
disappeared altogether. But many of the
heritage sites survive and, as husband Nick
and I wander through elegant courtyards
(chowks) of the 17th-century Hanuman
Dhoka palace, we are stunned at every
turn by artistry and beauty. Delicate birds
and exquisite flowers burst from intricately
carved teak pillars as ornate deities and
dragons scale the towering oiled brickwork
and stone. And even where the earthquake
has left its mark, it’s astonishing to inspect
the carefully constructed piles of ancient
ornate timbers and carvings, allowing you
to appreciate their beauty at close quarters.
Durbar Square is the heart of ancient
Kathmandu and it bursts with life, colour
and fascinating traditions, from the Kumari
Devi, a living child-goddess housed in the
Kumari Bahal temple (do read Isabella
Tree’s fascinating book on the subject), to
ladies selling smoking butter lamps used
as temple offerings. Durbar Square is just
one of seven stunning Unesco-listed sites
in the central Kathmandu valley region,
including, almost 10km east, Boudhanath,
Nepal’s biggest stupa. We join pilgrims
walking clockwise around the temple, its
huge spherical base inset with intricately
embossed prayer wheels. It’s impossible
not to be moved by the sight of monks and
devotees on their kora, chanting as they
make their way clockwise around the base,
pausing to make offerings of rice, flowers
and incense.

NEPAL

Boudhnath stupa, Kathmandu

Elephant trekking, Chitwan National Park © Nick Gregan

The kingdom of Nepal stretches – 800km
long, 200km high – like a tilting belt,
between its muscular mountain-border
with China to the north and sultry wildliferich savannas bordering India to the south.
Early the next morning, the dusty, crowded
streets of Kathmandu fall away as we start
the 8-hour, 180-km drive south to Chitwan
National Park. The busy Prithvi Highway
climbs steeply, clinging precariously to the
valley flanks, which plunge to the wide,
fast-flowing sacred Trisuli river below. All
life exists along the Trisuli. It rises in Tibet,
flowing south through Nepal to India,
where it eventually joins the Ganges. We
watch fishermen hurl silvery nets into the
rapids, as down-river fearless kayakers
skim across its churning white waters.

Judged one of the best national parks
in Asia, Chitwan’s sprawling 905 sq
km of (malaria-free) rainforests, grass
and marshlands are a haven for rhinos,
elephants, leopards, sloth bears and tigers.
And the sad lack of tourists means there’s a
greater chance of spotting these incredible
animals than ever before.

The road skirts paddies and banana
plantations, passes ancient temples and
cuts through tiny villages where women
tend stalls of fresh mangoes and smoked
fish, as toddlers chase plump chickens
around immaculately clean yards. There’s
a community on the highway too: crowded
buses and painted lorries squeeze past
each other, chattily honking their horns as
they overtake on blind bends (not always, it
can be seen, with complete success).
Asian rhinos, Chitwan National Park
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Delicate birds and exquisite flowers
burst from intricately carved
teak pillars as ornate deities and
dragons scale the towering oiled
brickwork and stone.
We are staying at Machan Country Villa, a
small collection of well-appointed jungle
lodges supported by a fantastic cook and
team of knowledgeable rangers. Primed
by chief ranger Ram, we know over 546
species of birds live in this jungle, from
serpent eagles to red-headed cormorants.
Although, early the next morning as we
set off on an elephant safari through

slender trees and rolling meadows, the
countryside looks strangely English, almost
like a Sunday morning in Richmond Park.
Until – crash! – a monkey leaps from a
tree directly above our heads, scampering
noisily off into the canopy. A hornbill
hoots indignantly, a macaw shrieks in
agreement – suddenly we’re in no doubt
we’re somewhere far wilder than west
London. Our guide urges us to look ahead:
there, between the trees, are two huge,
grazing rhinoceroses. Sharing none of our
awe, our elephant decides to investigate
and we cling to the howdah (saddle) as
she lumbers up a steep bank, plunging
through trees and sending puffs of brightly
coloured butterflies billowing in every
direction.
Our sunset safari is equally thrilling, as
we take a jungle jeep ride to the beautiful
Narayani river. We’re not lucky enough to
spot one of the 125 Bengal tigers living in
Chitwan, but the experience of canoeing
down the river at sunset – cicadas
rasping as crocodiles bask on the muddy
banks – could not be more romantic or
atmospheric.

Sunset boat ride, East Ripti river © Nick Gregan

It is with genuine regret that we leave
Chitwan. We are travelling 180km north to
Nepal’s unofficial trekking capital, Pokhara.
Nine of the world's 10 tallest mountains
are in this region, including Mount Everest
– the highest spot on Earth. Pokhara lies
32km from the Annapurna ranges – a
popular Himalayan trekking circuit – and
its pretty lakeside district is a bustling hub
of trekking shops and guides, with plenty
of cafes and bars to rest weary trekking
toes. Nick and I are staying 20 minutes
away in Tiger Mountain Pokhara Lodge, a
collection of colonial-chic bungalows, set
1,000 feet above the Pokhara valley. Offering
spectacular views out across the Himalaya,
as well as exquisite cuisine, an elegant pool,
bespoke toiletries and impeccable service,
this is luxury with altitude.

afternoon involving much baby-holding
and elderly ladies in saris fingering my
heat-frazzled hair in wonder. And once the
wedding was finished, guests piled into
our bus and we dropped them at another
wedding just up the road. The whole
experience was magical, memorable, and
just one example of why – right now – we
should be heading to Nepal in droves. •

You always hear how friendly people are
in Nepal. We experienced this first hand,
driving back from an afternoon of haggling
for yak wool blankets in Pokhara. Spotting
a colourful wedding party, Nick jumped
out of the bus and asked if he could
photograph the beautiful bride in her red
wedding sari. Not only did she say yes, but
– although they didn’t speak English and
we didn’t speak Nepali – we were invited
to join the party. It was an unforgettable

This private journey focuses on the
country’s finest sights, hotels and scenery,
combining Kathmandu valley’s ancient
monuments and mountains with the
Buddhist site of Lumbini and Chitwan
National Park, where rhinos roam freely.

A version of this article appeared in
The Mail on Sunday, August 2016.

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour
Splendours of Nepal
14 Days & 12 Nights from £2,145

Speak to one of our Indian Subcontinent
experts to find out more.

t

020 3813 5108
Kathmandu © Nick Gregan

NEPAL AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Indian Subcontinent expert Roop Kumar
When

Eat

The cool, dry autumn months (October to
December) are the ideal time to visit when
the skies are clear, allowing for spectacular
mountain vistas. Late spring (April to May)
is also a good option as temperatures rise
and the rhododendrons bloom.

In Kathmandu, experience traditional
Newari cuisine with an interactive culinary
demonstration. The chef will guide you
through the distinct flavours and the
cooking techniques that make the cuisine
unique. Afterwards, dine at Bricks Cafe on
a starter of samaybaji – a variety of tasty
bites served on one platter – and a set
dinner including rice, lentils, vegetarian and
meat dishes.

Sleep
For an authentic stay in Kathmandu, try
Dwarika’s Hotel, which has been created
with the aim of preserving the architectural
heritage of Nepal. An award-winning luxury
hotel, it seamlessly blends modern-day
comforts with traditional Newari motifs and
custom-designed handmade furniture.
Along Nepal’s trekking routes, in the
Annapurna Conservation Area, you will
find Ker and Downey Mountain Lodges,
some of the finest lodges in the region set
among scenic villages and shadowed by
towering Himalayan peaks. Each lodge is
furnished in Nepali design and features
private rooms with hot running water and
bedding warmed nightly by a hot water
bottle.

Drink
For a unique tea tasting experience try
po cha, otherwise known as ‘butter tea’.
As the name suggests, butter and salt are
the main ingredients. This is a particularly
popular beverage in the mountainous
regions of Nepal.

Try

Explore the majestic Himalaya via the
mountain trails of Pokhara: hike to the
World Peace Pagoda before continuing on
foot to Phewa lake for a scenic boat ride
back to Pokhara. For wildlife enthusiasts,
spot rhinos or tigers in Chitwan National
Park or take to the Narayani river in small
dug-out style boats in search of crocodiles,
dolphins and a wide variety of birds.

Beyond Kathmandu, take an excursion
to nearby Patan city and visit a Tibetan
Refugee Camp, where displaced
Tibetan artists work on exquisite carpets,
handmade jewellery and other trinkets.
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An Indian Experience
Fit for Royalty
India is in the grip of an economic boom, but while cutting-edge architecture may increasingly
define skylines of cities like Mumbai (Bombay) and Bengaluru (Bangalore), it is arguably India’s
historic royal palaces that command the most interest and affection.
India has a wealth of magnificent palaces: exquisitely elegant residences built during the second half of
the 19th century for the ruling maharajas and maharanis in their princely states. Taj Hotels Resorts and
Palaces has revived some of the finest of the former residences, preserving their historic grandeur while
developing a host of first-class modern amenities. Floating in the mists of a lake or enveloped in luxuriant
gardens, these magical palaces with their domes, gracious pillars and archways transport guests back to
a glorious age of regal beauty and style. By preserving and restoring these marvels, Taj hotels offers an
exclusive opportunity to relive the lavish lifestyle of the maharajas, in all the modern comfort of today.
Amber Fort, Jaipur

Taj Falaknuma Palace, Hyderabad
The Taj Falaknuma Palace, built in the late
19th century as the royal guesthouse of
Nizam of Hyderabad, is an exquisite property
featuring a rare and striking blend of original
Italian and Tudor architecture. Built in the
shape of a scorpion with two stings spread
out as wings and set with striking stainedglass windows, the Taj Falaknuma Palace
has been converted into an opulent hotel.
Set high above Hyderabad, this imposing
palace-hotel features stylish rooms and
suites overlooking 13 hectares of perfectly
manicured gardens and terraces. For a truly
special welcome, arrive at the hotel in a
luxury horse-drawn carriage.

Taj Falaknuma Palace library

Taj Falaknuma Palace exterior

Taj Lake Palace, Udaipur
Built in 1746 as Maharana Jagat Singh II’s
summer residence, the dreamy white marble
Taj Lake Palace sits resplendent on an island in
Lake Pichola, like a castle from a fairy-tale. It
is literally something from a Bond film, as the
palace was featured in Octopussy, and guests
share in the dramatic frisson as the only way
to get to the hotel is by private launch. The de
luxe Taj Lake Palace hotel offers shady gardens
and terraces as well as wonderful views of
Udaipur. Featuring gracious domes and fine
rosewood carvings, the palace’s rooms and
suites are individually designed to capture a
different mood and period. Guests can savour
the stunning scene, floating out on small boats
to catch sight of the white palace framed in
rose-gold light as the sun sets into the mirrorstill waters.
Neel Kamal Restaurant
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Taj Lake Palace chauffeur service

PROMOTION

Rambagh Palace, Jaipur
Once the residence of the Jaipur royal family, the
Rambagh Palace is a fine example of grand and ornate
Rajput architecture. Built in 1835 for the maharani’s
favourite lady in waiting, the palace is a honeycomb of
arched terraces, elegant porticos and courtyards, set in
large, classic Mughal-landscaped gardens. Now a Taj
hotel, guestrooms and suites are elegantly furnished with
crystal chandeliers and rich fabrics. Drift between the airy
salons, meditate in the yoga pavilion, stop for a drink in
the Polo Bar, or Steam – a converted train. Enjoy a game
of croquet or take dinner under the night sky. However
you decide to relax, restore or entertain yourself, it is with
the certainty that you will be treated like royalty.

Umaid Bhawan Palace exterior

Umaid Bhawan Palace, Jodhpur
Perched high above the desert capital of Jodhpur and
overlooked by the muscular Mehrangarh fort, Umaid
Bhawan Palace is the last of the great palaces of India.
The vast marble and sandstone structure is one of
the largest private residencies in the world, built in the
fashionable Indo-deco style of the 1930s as the principal
residence of the Jodhpur royal family. Descendants of
the maharajah still occupy one wing while another is
a fascinating museum featuring a number of priceless
heirlooms and antiques, including the maharajah’s (now
vintage) car collection. A section of the palace has been
converted into an elegant Taj hotel. Both stately and
elegant, the hotel overlooks 10.5 hectares of tranquil
gardens and features wonderful domes and parquetry,
as well as swimming pools and tennis courts.

Rambagh Palace terrace

Rambagh Palace Grand Presidential Suite

For more information
or to book, call a Cox &
Kings India specialist on
020 3813 5108, or visit
coxandkings.co.uk/india.
Umaid Bhawan Palace Maharaja Suite
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FI S H IN G
F O R

COMPL IM E N TS
From the luxury lodges of Western Canada, travel writer Charles Ward
immerses himself in the wonderfully wild landscape of British Columbia
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T

he city of Victoria, at the
southern tip of Vancouver
Island, is a trifle misleading. In
its quaint streets, you could be
forgiven for thinking you had
arrived in a little bit of England. The most
anglophile city in North America, Victoria
is all sweet domesticity: charming leafy
streets, mock Tudor houses in manicured
gardens, afternoon tea in the ivy-covered
Fairmont Empress hotel. But Victoria is not a
true reflection of Vancouver Island. For that,
you need to head upcountry.
In Canada, they say, wilderness is always
close, and on Vancouver Island, things get
wild very quickly. Barely 20km from the front
steps of Victoria’s Royal British Columbia
Museum – frequently hailed as the best
museum in North America – you are in
forests of ancient Douglas fir and red cedar,
where bears fish for salmon, wolves stalk
the shadows and bald eagles soar on the
thermals.
Most of Vancouver Island – and it’s almost
a quarter of the size of England – is
untrammelled wilderness. From Victoria, a
single highway meanders up the east coast
connecting towns isolated by great swathes
of forest. On the west coast, there is no road
at all; the rare communities are reached
only by boat and seaplane. For thousands
of square miles, this rugged island, facing
the Pacific, is an enthralling mix of wild
coastlines cut by fjord-like inlets and bays,
stunning blue mountains, sparkling rivers
and lakes, deep forests and First Nation
cultures.
It is also home to some of the most luxurious
wilderness lodges in North America. Two
of my favourites are Clayoquot Wilderness
Lodge and Nimmo Bay.

Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge lounging area

Clayoquot Wilderness Lodge
If you thought sleeping in a tent on a
riverbank in the middle of rainforest sounds
a bit like roughing it, then you have never
been to Clayoquot. This is a five-star
wilderness property with comforts and
facilities that barely seem possible in a place
where everything and everyone arrives by
floatplane or boat. On wooden decks along
the Bedwell river, the tents are luxuriously
appointed in a colonial western style: wide
sofas with Navajo cushions, tribal carpets, a
cast iron log burner to take the chill off those
early Pacific mornings, a spacious bathroom
and a delightful outside rain shower.
The stylish western theme of the tents
permeates the whole property, from the
big fireplaces in the lounge areas and the
tented billiard room, to the chuck wagon
that brings guests up from the dock and the
saloon-style restaurant with its open kitchen.
A Relais & Châteaux property, Clayoquot’s
kitchen rates a special mention. Under
executive chef, Justin Witcher, the team
produce menus that would be impressive
in Manhattan; in the wilderness they are
astonishing.
There is plenty of opportunity at Clayoquot
to unwind: hot tubs and a first rate spa, wide
decks with wide deck chairs to contemplate
the beauty of the ocean and the coastal
mountains, hammocks and nooks for that
lazy afternoon nap. But the real excitement
here is how much there is to do, for all ages.
The resort offers hiking, rock climbing,
mountain biking, archery, fresh and
saltwater fishing, kayaking, target shooting,
nature treks and helicopter touring. Take a
horse and a trail guide and ride up to the
abandoned gold mine in the back forests,

Helmcken Falls, Wells Gray Provincial Park

hop on a Zodiac and head out along the
coast with a nature guide to visit the colonies
of sea lions perched on rocks in Calmus
Passage, follow humpbacks and grey
whales off Bartlett island, or simply enjoy the
silence among the 1,000-year-old cedars on
Meares island. And all of it is included in your
room rate.
Finally there is Cloud Camp, Clayoquot’s
secret retreat, available for one couple at a
time. A helicopter arrives to take you 4,500
feet up to a tiny plateau just beneath a
mountain summit. Other than a butler and
a masseuse, you are alone here in your
luxury tent. A chef creates a personalised
menu. Dining outside on the deck, you have
the most stunning view of North America’s
Pacific coast laid out beneath you. And
as the sun sets and a dense sky of stars
appears, you realise you have never heard
silence this profound.

Elk, British Columbia
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Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort
Arrival is all part of the drama of this
place. A short flight from Vancouver in
one of Pacific Coastal’s small planes
offers stunning panoramas of the Coast
Mountains on the mainland on the right
side and the majestic Vancouver Island
Range out to the left. At Port Hardy, a
helicopter awaits to whisk you across the
channel to the Broughton archipelago.
It is a thrilling ride, rising over forested
peninsulas, skimming above the treetops
and buzzing low along the sea channels
to set you down finally on the heli dock
at Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort, tucked
deep inside an ocean inlet, enclosed by
virgin forests.

But life at Nimmo is not all breathless
activity. Awash with the reflections of
mountains and forests, the bay itself is a
retreat. Tranquil, pristine, still – an enclosed
world that encourages you just to sit,
look and listen. Take a yoga class, book a
massage with one of the spa therapists,
settle down in the cedar hot tub next to a
cascading waterfall or rejuvenate with a
quick dip in the plunge pool of water that
comes straight from a 10,000-year-old
glacier. In the evening, sunset cocktails
and hors d’oeuvres are served on the main
deck around the fire pit before guests are
invited inside for a four-course gourmet
dinner with wines from Nimmo’s excellent
cellar.

Luxury wilderness lodges
across Canada

Wickaninnish Inn, Tofino
A member of the prestigious Relais &
Châteaux group, the luxury boutique
Wickaninnish Inn is located on
Vancouver Island, off Canada’s west
coast. The property is situated on a
rocky point surrounded by water on
three sides, with old-growth forest
as a backdrop and direct access to
Chesterman beach.
Tweedsmuir Park Lodge, Bella Coola
Tweedsmuir Park Lodge is situated
in the heart of the Great Bear
Rainforest surrounded by 25 hectares
of untouched wilderness, and only a
1-hour flight from Vancouver. Between
September and October Tweedsmuir
is one of the best places in British
Columbia to view grizzly bears.
Knight Inlet Lodge, Knight Inlet

Nimmo Bay Wilderness Resort

Nimmo began as a traditional fishing
lodge in 1980 and quickly became a
legend among salmon fishermen across
North America. Now one of the National
Geographic’s Unique Lodges of the
World and still a mecca for sportsmen
and women, Nimmo has outgrown its
fishing origins to become an all-inclusive
wilderness resort lodge with a range
of activities – hiking, kayaking, whale
watching, birding, nature photography,
stand-up paddle boarding and snorkelling.
Boats take guests out every day, exploring
the forested islands and inlets of this
rugged archipelago in search of bears
and bald eagles, dolphins and humpback
whales, orcas and ospreys.
Helicopters, so central to the lodge’s
operations since its inception, are still an
important part of Nimmo life. Ranging
across almost 130,000 sq km of the Great
Bear Rainforest, they ferry guests to the
most spectacular locations: a glacier for a
gourmet picnic, a snow-capped mountain
top for a stunning ridge hike, a remote river
for an afternoon’s salmon fishing.
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Nimmo Bay is a family property, owned
and run by two generations of the Murray
clan. But it is not just the warm welcome
of the owners that give Nimmo its special
quality. The intimate size, the small
numbers, the shared tables at dinner all
create a sense of community here. Guests
get to know one another as they share
their experiences of the day. At Nimmo,
you really do arrive as a guest and leave as
a friend.

Knight Inlet is a 100-km-long fjord in
the Coastal Mountains, an unspoilt
backcountry that is the native habitat
of the grizzly bear. Bears can be seen
from this floating lodge near the
mouth of the inlet, feeding on the
returning salmon to the Glendale river.
Siwash Lake Guest Ranch,
70 Mile House
Located in 32,375 hectares of pristine
wilderness, Siwash Lake Guest Ranch
is an intimate property on a working
ranch. Accommodation is in lodge
suites or canvas cabins with views of
the forest, meadows and lake beyond.
Stays include a tailored horse-riding
programme.
Spirit Bear Lodge, Klemtu
A stay at the Spirit Bear Lodge offers
guests the chance to encounter the
elusive spirit bear, a rare species of
bear with white or creamy fur, in the
heart of the Great Bear Rainforest.
Wildlife tours are led by local Kitasoo
guides, one of the 14 tribes of the
Tsimshian people in Canada.

Humpback whale, Vancouver Island

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

Recommended C&K tour

West Coast Wilderness in Style
10 Days & 9 Nights from £7,195
Explore Canada’s west coast in comfort
while staying in some of the finest
accommodation found in British Columbia.
Discover the picturesque city of Vancouver
with a private guide, stay in a lodge
hidden away in the forest next to the wild
Pacific Ocean and explore the Great Bear
Rainforest from a floating lodge.

Speak to one of our Canada experts to
find out more.
t 020 3813 5108
Shaffer Lake, Yoho National Park

BRITISH COLUMBIA AT A GLANCE
by Cox & Kings Canada expert Sabastian Gittany
When

Eat

The best time to visit British Columbia
is generally from mid-April to October,
but rainfall, temperatures and hours of
sunshine can wildly differ due to the range
in latitudes, a diverse topography and the
influence of the Pacific Ocean.

Butchers, bakers, sake makers … you name
it, Granville Island public market sells it.
Many of the vendors at this artisan food, art
and craft market in Vancouver are awardwinning, full-time professionals. To make
the most of your time, tours can be booked
to find the best of the market’s produce.
Open every day, there is also a farmers
market on Thursdays over the summer.

Sleep
The wilderness lodges are spectacular, but
don’t rule out a stay in the province’s major
cities. In Vancouver, the Rosewood Hotel
Georgia revels in 1920s glitz and glamour.
First opened in 1927, it retains its historic
sophistication combined with all the
trappings of modern luxury. For a breath
of fresh mountain air, the Four Seasons
Resort and Residences in Whistler
epitomises alpine living. The resort offers
rooms, suites and private residences on
Blackcomb Mountain, only 200 metres
from the Upper Village. Settle yourself
amid cosy wood interiors, roaring fireplaces
and spectacular mountain views.

Drink
Try icewine, a type of dessert wine
produced from grapes that have been
naturally frozen while still on the vine and
harvested at -8C or lower.

Try
Ride the Rocky Mountaineer train, which
offers four spectacular rail routes across
Western Canada. Be sure to book in
GoldLeaf class, which offers a bi-level,
glass-domed coach and unparalleled
panoramic views from your seat, as well
as access to an outdoor vestibule for
close-up encounters with the passing

flora and fauna. A sunset jeep excursion
up Blackcomb Mountain to Whistler's
best viewpoint is a must for the romantics.
Watch the sun slip behind the snowy
peaks of the Coast Mountains and breathe
the fresh alpine air at 1,830 metres
above sea level. To really get away from
it all, cruise to Haida Gwaii, a remote
archipelago of 150 islands off the west
coast of British Columbia. Walk in forested
creeks and along rugged headlands, visit
ancient Haida villages and discover sub
species of flora and fauna that cannot be
found anywhere else in the world.
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the
bigger
picture

In our fast-paced, digital age, it is heart-warming to
see evidence that the printed word is alive and well.
This delightful book of photographs by acclaimed
photojournalist Steve McCurry captures people reading
in countries across the world, from shop vendors in India
engrossed in the daily newspaper to Chinese children on
a street curb hunched over the latest bestseller.
Whatever the situation or location, we can still
lose ourselves in the written word, and the quiet
concentration that it requires is both powerful and
soothing. So switch off that television and get reading!

On Reading,
Steve McCurry,
£39.95
Published by
Phaidon Press

THE BIGGER PICTURE

Real Gabinete Português de Leitura, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. © Steve McCurry

bookmark

From the terrifying adventures of Ranulph Fiennes
to the happy world of hygge, here's our pick of the
best books to cosy up with this winter.

Conclave
Robert Harris
Hutchinson • £20
The pope has died, and – in an elaborate choreograph of ritual
and power – 118 cardinals converge on Rome to elect his
successor. This is classic Harris territory – exploring corruption
in the highest places, even as he strives in meticulous detail, to
educate his readers on the elaborate ceremonies that underpin
these high offices. But behind the papal pomp, there are
ambitious men, and one of them is a killer. A classic locked room
whodunit, that keeps you guessing – and learning – to the end.
Toby Meyers

Has the World Gone
Completely Mad...?
Unpublished
Letters to the Daily
Telegraph
Edited by Iain
Hollingshead
Aurum Press • £9.99
Before Twitter, there was the newspaper
Letters Page: a chance for readers to
express firmly-held opinions or concerns
in an unequivocally direct manner. In
this compendium, the Daily Telegraph’s
Iain Hollingshead curates letters too
mad, bad or frankly hilarious to publish.
There was no shortage of choice: after
the Brexit vote alone, the Telegraph
received over 1,000 letters a day! And
from Boris Johnson to Top Gear, the
letters create a fascinating account of
2016, with highlights including: ‘Today I
saw my first schoolboy vaping (I won’t
mention the school). Is this, like the first
cuckoo in spring, a good sign? Rodney
Hedley, London SE5.' Priceless.
Jennifer Cox
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The Secrets of
Wishtide
Kate Saunders
Bloomsbury
Publishing • £6.99
Widow of an
archdeacon, sister
of an accomplished
yet hapless barrister, it was only a
matter of time before the financially
indisposed Mrs Laetitia Rodd turned
her hand to detection. Set in Victorian
England, between the leafy suburbs
of Hampstead, brawling taverns of
Soho and frozen wilds of Lincolnshire,
Mrs Laetitia Rodd – a private detective
of the utmost discretion – is brought
in by powerful industrialist Sir James
Calderstone to investigate the
‘unsuitable’ fiancée his son intends
to marry. But up in the Calderstone’s
sprawling estate, Mrs Rodd discovers
not only some unsavoury family secrets,
but an actual body. First of a new series,
set in a time when women were both
constrained and invisible, this Victorian
Miss Marple makes a welcome debut.
Fiona Stephens

An Astronomer's Tale:
A Life Under the Stars
Gary Fildes
Century • £16.99
In all ways
illuminating, Gary
Fildes’ Astronomer’s
Tale traces how –
although leaving school at 17 to work
as a bricklayer for 25 years – Fildes’
passion for astronomy, led him to
found the Kielder Observatory. Located
in a dark sky park in the forests of
Northumberland, Kielder is recognised
as one of the best stargazing sites in
the world. Part autobiography, part
stargazing guide, Fildes’ plain-speak
enthusiasm is infectious and his
ambition far-reaching. Receiving an
honorary Master’s degree from Durham
University in recognition for his services
to astronomy, Fildes is currently leading
a multi-million pound fundraising
drive to make Kielder largest public
observatory in the world.
Matthew Waring

BOOKMARK

Mount
Jilly Cooper
Bantam Press • £20
Fans of the Rutshire
romps, rejoice – Jilly
Cooper, Queen of the
bonkbuster, Mitford of
the Aintree set, returns
at the top of her game, with another
irresistible tale of reformed love-rat
Rupert Campbell-Black (RCB) and co.
Set in the ruthless world of flat racing,
Cooper is on cracking form as RCB
clashes with arch rival Cosmo Rannaldini,
setting the pace as her much-loved
characters seduce, sabotage, race and
jump through another deliciously saucy
horsey saga. Told with all the hallmark
humour, as well as frolics, fast cars and
faster horses, readers know and love
– lock the doors and switch off your
phone, Jilly’s back.
Jennifer Cox

Vita Brevis
Ruth Downie
Bloomsbury • £16.99
Reputable doctor of
the Roman Empire,
Ruso and his wife Tilla's
excitement at arriving
in Rome with their new
baby daughter is soon
dulled by their discovery that behind
the city’s fabled grand facades lies an
underworld of corrupt landlords and
vermin-infested tenements.
Ruso thinks he has been offered a
reputable medical practice only to find
that his predecessor Doctor Kleitos has
fled, leaving a dead man in a barrel on
the doorstep and the warning, “Be careful
who you trust.” Distracted by the body
and his efforts to help a friend win the
hand of a rich young heiress, Ruso makes
a grave mistake, causing him to question
both his competence and his integrity.
The seventh in the Medicus Roman
Empire-set crime series. Lucky you if
you’ve yet to discover them!
Robert Morgan

Talking Books: the best new audio titles
So, Anyway…
Written and narrated by John Cleese
Audible.co.uk • £21.99
Recently better known for his toxic divorces, hurray for this utterly
brilliant autobiography from John Cleese: Monty Python’s silly-walking
comedy writer and actor. From Cambridge days and scriptwriting for
Peter Sellers and Marty Feldman, to Python and Fawlty Towers, here
Cleese firmly restates his right to be called ‘comedy legend’.
A History of Britain in 21 Women
Written and narrated by Jenni Murray
Audible.co.uk • £14.99
As Women’s Hour turns 70, the seminal broadcaster Jenni Murray
traces Britain’s history through the 21 women she considers most
influential. From Boadicea to Nicola Sturgeon, some choices may
be controversial, but there’s no denying the fascinating cast of
characters and stories.
Dent's Modern Tribes: The Secret Languages of Britain
Written and narrated by Susie Dent
Audible.co.uk • £19.99
Ever wondered why football managers speak the same, or what
cabbies call the Houses of Parliament, or how ticket inspectors
discreetly request backup? Social historian Susie Dent takes
us on a witty whirlwind tour of Britain’s tribes, decoding secret
languages of colourful words, jokes and phrases, honed through
generations of conversations.

Hygge – A Celebration
of Simple Pleasures.
Living the Danish Way.
Charlotte Abrahams
Trapeze • £20
Ever wondered what
makes Danes the
happiest people
in the world? It’s hygge (pronounced
‘hoo-ga’), the lifestyle philosophy based
around the concept of cosiness and
cherishing yourself. A hot bath is hygge;
seeing friends is hygge, listening to
the Shipping Forecast under a freshly
laundered duvet is most definitely
hygge. Twice-divorced and turning 50,
lifestyle and interiors specialist Charlotte
Abrahams decided this was a good
time to explore the notion and history of
hygge, and its influence on everything
from food to furniture design (ever
noticed how comfy Scandi-designed
chairs are?). Part philosophy primer, part
dreamy design book, in short hygge is
mindfulness with cake. Which, I’m sure
you’ll agree, is a philosophy we can all
get behind.
Jennifer Cox

Fear
Ranulph Fiennes
Hodder &
Stoughton • £20
In his latest book, Sir
Ranulph Fiennes – one
of Britain’s foremost
explorers – journeys
into fear. An autobiography of terrifying
personal life experiences, Sir Ranulph
shares his most fearful moments,
starting with childhood memories of
bullying at Eton, through all manner of
scrapes as an army officer, and latterly
as an intrepid explorer. Fiennes relives
petrifying moments alone in remote
desertscapes and ice fields, but he is as
haunted at the idea of making a speech
as losing his tank command in an
impenetrable forest. Fiennes digresses
into history and politics to consider how
fear is used as an extremely effective
weapon. And while not a detailed
scientific evaluation of fear, it is a
marvellous excuse for Fiennes to recall
some of his most extraordinary exploits,
and gripping yarns they are too.
Thomas Saunders
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See inside some of the world’s
most striking landmarks
with publishers DK

Grand Palace & Wat Phra Kaeo
Bangkok, Thailand

Construction of this site began in Rattanakosin island in 1782, to mark the
founding of the new capital and provide a resting place for the sacred Phra
Kaeo, or the Emerald Buddha, and a residence for the king. Surrounded by
walls stretching for 6,234 ft (1,900 m), the complex was once a self-sufficient
city within a city. Visitors must cover their knees and heels before entering.
Note that the complex is always open; if you are told otherwise it’s an
attempted scam.

1

Chapel of the
Gandharara Buddha

Bot of the Emerald Buddha
Devotees make offerings to the
Emerald Buddha at the entrance
to the bot, the most important
building in the wat.

Ramakien Gallery
Extending all around the
cloisters are 178 panels
depicting the complete
story of the Ramakien

1783 Work begins on
Wat Phra Kaeo, Dusit
Throne Hall, and Phra
Maha Monthien

1855 New buildings
epitomize fusion of
Eastern and Western
styles

1750

1800

1782 Official
founding of
new capital
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1809 Rama II
(r.1809 –24)
introduces
Chinese details

1850

1840s Women’s
quarter laid out
as a city within
a city

1925 Rama VII (r.1925–35)
chooses to live in the
Chitrlada Palace at Dusit.
Grand Palace reserved for
special occasions

1900
1880 Rama V(r.1868
–1910), the last king
to make major
additions, involves
26 of his half-brothers
in the renovation of
the wat

1950
1932 Chakri Dynasty’s
150th year celebrated
at palace
1982 Renovation
of the complex

INSIDE VIEW

KEY
1 Emerald Buddha
2 The Phra Si Rattana Chedi
contains a piece of the Buddha’s breastbone.

THAILAND

3 The Upper Terrace houses several important
buildings, some of which are open to the public on
special occasions such as Chakri Day.

4 Ho Phra Monthien Tham is the auxiliary library.

Bangkok

2

3

4
Ho Phra Nak
(royal mausoleum)
Wihan Yot

The Royal Pantheon

Wat Phra Kaeo
Wat Phra Kaeo is a sub-complex
withinthe greater Grand Palace
complex. The temple is Thailand’s
holiest shrine, but unlike other Thai
wats, has no resident monks.

Wat Phra Kaeo’s skyline, as
seen from Sanam Luang

Reproduced from
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:
Thailand's Beaches and Islands
£14.99
Discover more at traveldk.com
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wanted on
voyage
Struggling for gift ideas? Look no further.
Eleanor Day picks the latest travel gadgets
and accessories to go under the
tree this Christmas.

This wireless, re-stickable camera
weighs just 50g and can turn any
surface into a portable photo booth.
Sync with your smartphone, stick,
shoot and share.
Podo Stick & Shoot Selfie Camera
£59.95
cuckooland.com

The first portable coffee maker
that is small enough to fit in your
pocket and weighs just 220g.
Cafflano Kompact
£54.99
thefowndry.com

Stylish table-top barbecue,
for gourmet alfresco grills.
Table grill
£200.00
designmuseumshop.com

Charming travel accessories for both the
ladies and the men.

World Map hip flask,
£8.95
dotcomgiftshop.com

Garden Birds rain poncho,
£1.95
dotcomgiftshop.com

The Modern Man travel shaving kit,
£15.95
dotcomgiftshop.com
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Keep your bike bright with these easy-tocharge, simple to fit lights.
Bookman Bike Light - USB Rechargable
£35.00
designmuseumshop.com

Travel Apps

A freebie app that allows you to find and
access Wi-Fi locations on your travels,
without incurring roaming charges.
Pinpointing over 480,000 hotspots
worldwide, a downloadable map allows you
to use local hotspots, even those requiring a
password.
Wiffinity • Free • Android, iOS

Small, lightweight, stylish
and comfortable, this is
the first golf GPS watch
for women.
Golf Buddy Ld2 Ladies
GPS Watch
£179.99
golfbidder.co.uk

The triple-insulated
stainless steel Canteen
keeps drinks cool for
up to 25 hours and hot
beverages warm for up
to 12.
Corkcicle Canteen
£19.99
Root7.com

A re-invention of the classic
70s and 80s ski sunglasses.
Choose from six cool colours.
The Glacier
£55
see-concept.com

Ultra light and compact, this mini device offers
projection from your smart phone or tablet .
Aiptek i70 Pico Projector
£226.48
aiptek.de

For every reason it pays to protect your
skin on sunny days. And as this handy app
soon tells you, it doesn’t even have to be
that sunny for UV rays to do damage. For
optimum protection you just enter your skin
type, sun-cream factor and time of day, and
this app will pinpoint your location and work
out how long you can safely stay in the sun.
Wolfram Sun Exposure • £0.79 • iOS

A stylish, connected carry-on controlled via
an app on your phone: lock and unlock it,
weigh it, track its location, be notified if you
leave it behind. Made of a durable, waterresistant hard shell and designed to make
best use of space on the inside.
Bluesmart Black edition suitcase • £459
iOS or Android • bluesmart.com

Control your garden watering from
anywhere in the world via your mobile!
Remotely set, adjust and pause your
watering schedules, as well as check weather
updates. Operated via a hub that connects
directly to your internet router, which links
wirelessly to a remote tap unit.
Hozelock Cloud Controller • £114.99
iOS or Android • hozelock.com

Discover the Cowal Way, otherwise known
as ‘Scotland in 57 miles’, with this free app.
Working entirely offline once downloaded,
it features a map location system,
accommodation list and text and audio on
sights of interest.
Cowal Way Mobile App
Free • iOS or Android • cowalway.co.uk/app
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not to be
missed
The Tale of Kitty-in -Boots
The riotous drawings of Quentin Blake have coloured the imaginations of children
and adults alike for more than 50 years. Most recently he has illustrated The Tale
of Kitty-in-Boots, an unpublished children’s story by Beatrix Potter, rediscovered 100
years after it was first written. This exhibition re-introduces familiar characters, such
as Mrs Tiggy-Winkle and Mr Tod, through Blake’s complete illustrations and sketches.
Potter’s original manuscript will also be on display.
2 September 2016 – 5 February 2017 • Admission: £7 (adult)
House of Illustration, London • houseofillustration.org.uk

Magnificent maps, South
African art through the
ages and everything Jane
Austen – Eleanor Day
picks the best UK events
and exhibitions to see out
this year and welcome in
the new.

© Quentin Blake

Map-tastic
Uncover the wonderful world of maps in two fascinating
exhibitions. At the British Library in London, Maps and the 20th
Century: Drawing the Line explores how maps left the hands
of the few to become everyday objects, and questions modern
technology that maps our every move. On display are recently
declassified MoD maps, original sketches of the London tube map,
the first map of Winnie the Pooh’s Hundred Acre Wood and more
(4 Nov 2016 – 1 Mar 2017; £12; bl.uk/events ; visitlondon.com).

Courtesy of the British Library

At the National Libraries of Scotland, Edinburgh until April
2017, You Are Here: A Journey Through Maps challenges
our understanding of how maps work. Travelling across several
centuries and distant continents, exhibits include the first printed
map of Scotland from 1560, a ‘smell map’ of Edinburgh and a
Victorian school room map of Europe (free entry; nls.uk).

South Africa: the art of a nation
Explore an incredible 3-million-year-long history of South African
art, from archaeological finds through to todays’ dynamic art
scene. Wander through seven key historical episodes of the
country’s history, interspersed with modern artworks that provide
new perspectives on South Africa’s past. Thanks to the exhibition’s
logistics partner, IAG Cargo, the exhibit includes items never
before seen outside of South Africa, such as the gold treasures of
Mapungubwe – the most significant sculptures in Africa today.
27 October 2016 – 26 February 2017
Admission: £12 (adults)
British Museum, London
britishmuseum.org ; visitlondon.com
Willie Bester (born 1956), Transitions, painting mixed media, 1994. Private collection. © the artist
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On a Plate

Ceremonial barkcloth attire,
Courtesy of the
Sainsbury Research
Unit, UEA

Man-shaped dish, Courtesy Trustees
of the Fiji Museum

Open Exhibition © Hull Museums

Hull, UK City of Culture 2017
On the 1st January 2017, Hull launches a city-wide,
365-day, immersive arts and culture programme,
celebrating its year as UK City of Culture. Split into
four seasons, the celebrations kick off with ‘Made
in Hull’ (Jan – Mar) and a magnificent week-long
sound and light show. Throughout the year there
will be theatrical and musical world premières, new
gallery openings and ground-breaking festivals
including Back to Ours, a series of communitybased pop up shows, right on residents’ doorsteps.
The prestigious Turner Prize will also be making
its way to the newly renovated Ferens Art Gallery
following its display in the Tate Britain.
Visit hull2017.co.uk for more information

Food news and tasty
titbits from Jennifer Cox

Fiji: Art & Life in the Pacific
Fiji isn’t just about idyllic beaches, turquoise lagoons and
colourful coral reefs. This exhibition, the largest and most
comprehensive of its kind, reveals several centuries of cultural
exchange between the South Seas archipelago, as well as its
important relationship with Britain. The result is a fine collection
of sculptures, ceramics, barkcloth fashion, ivory and shell
regalia, with the highlight being an 8-metre-long wooden
sailing canoe. Built in Fiji and shipped to Norwich, this is a
smaller version of the 30-metre-long vessels of the 19th century,
the largest canoes ever built.
15 October 2016 – 12 February 2017
Admission: £12 (adult)
The Sainsbury Centre for Visual Arts, Norwich • scva.ac.uk

Picasso Portraits
Family, friends, lovers and revealing self-portraits, whether drawn
from life, as humorous caricatures or created from memory, this
exhibition provides an intimate glimpse into Picasso’s creative
process and understanding of the people closest to him. Over 75
portraits from all periods of Picasso’s career and in all media are on
display, from the Realist paintings of his boyhood to his later
ultra-spontaneous canvases.
6 October 2016 – 5 February 2017
National Portrait Gallery, London
Admission: £17 (adults)
npg.org.uk ; visitlondon.com
Portrait of Olga Picasso by Pablo Picasso, 1923; Private Collection

VisitEngland/Jane Austen Centre/Luke Rogers

© Succession Picasso/DACS London, 2016

Austen Power
Get ready for a year of period drama mayhem! 2017 marks the
200th anniversary of Jane Austen’s death, with events across her
home county of Hampshire. Chawton and nearby Alton will host
a Regency Week (June 17 – 25) with music, dancing, talks and a
Regency Day. In Basingstoke, follow the Sitting with Jane Trail: a walk
with 25 ‘Book Benches’, each with a Jane Austen theme, accompanied
by a dedicated website, free app and trail guide. A number of ‘Big
Picnics’ will be hosted across Hampshire, serving Regency food and
accompanied by performances. Of course, we are all hoping for a
rerun of Darcy’s wet shirt scene at Lyme Park, but fear a wash-out.
Visit janeausten200.co.uk or visithampshire.com

Seasons Greetings
Le Manoir aux Quat'Saisons is Britain’s
only country house hotel to have held two
Michelin stars for more than three decades.
Culinary seat of super-chef Raymond Blanc,
he shares classic recipes as well as the stories
behind Le Manoir’s rise, fall and rise again, in
a lavish new 500 page cookbook.
Le Manoir aux Quat’Saisons – The Story
of a Modern Classic, Bloomsbury, £50
Pop
Unlikely as it sounds, to celebrate 50 years
of The Who, lead singer Roger Daltrey is
producing a limited edition set of his awardwinning Champagne. From a family vineyard
in north-east France and judged outstanding
by Wine Spectator, the set includes a bottle
of champagne and two glasses engraved
with the iconic The Who bullseye.
eminent-life.com/rogerdaltrey, £125.00
Drinking Culture
London’s South Place Hotel and cycle guides
Tally Ho! have teamed up to offer gin-tasting
bike tours of London. Exploring historic
neighbourhoods, via a small gin distillery in
Bermondsey, what could be more Dickensian!
South Place Hotel offers weekend
packages for two from £475, including
the gin bike tour, visit southplacehotel.
com/tally-ho-cycle-tour
Nice Crispy
We’ve had cafes serving just toast, cafes
serving just porridge, but I saved my
excitement for HIPCHIPS – a cafe serving
just crisps! Handcrafted from heritage
potatoes, crisps are sweet (dusted with
cinnamon sugar) or salt, and designed
to scoop up freshly made dips including
Peruvian ceviche, smokey cheese fondue,
pickled red onion, beetroot & lemongrass
marmalade, chocolate salted caramel and
cheesecake. A small crisps with two dips
costs £4.50. Pared with craft beer or wine –
don’t knock it 'til you’ve tried it.
HIPCHIPS, 49 Old Compton Street,
London @wearehipchips
In a Jam
Gourmet jam company The Bay Tree has
launched marmajams – an ultra-fruity,
tingly-tart spread to wake up your taste
buds. Flavours include: Blueberry & Lemon,
Strawberry & Orange and Fig, Rum & Vanilla.
From supermarkets, from £3.50.
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RECIPE

In his new book Long Weekends, Rick Stein goes in search of tasty
flavours in fabulous locations across Europe. Part recipe book,
part travel guide, it covers every weekend meal, from speedy
Friday suppers to Saturday evening entertaining, Sunday lunches
and teatime treats. The book will accompany the second half of
his BBC Two television series, discovering the culinary delights of
Copenhagen, Cadiz, Lisbon, Thessaloniki and Palermo.

Smashed Liquorice Meringues
with Berries & Chocolate Cream
Serves 6–8

4 egg whites
A pinch of salt
200g caster sugar
1–2½ tsp liquorice powder (see introduction)
½ tsp black food colouring (optional)
500ml double cream
225g chocolate (70 per cent cocoa solids), 200g chopped, 25g for shavings
150g fresh raspberries
100g fresh redcurrants

Heat the oven to 100°C/gas ¼.
Line a baking sheet with baking
parchment. Place the egg whites
and salt in a large metal bowl and,
using an electric whisk, begin
whisking on medium speed. When
you reach soft floppy peak stage,
add a third of the sugar and the
liquorice powder. Keep whisking,
and when incorporated add another
third, then the final third, and bring
together to a fairly stiff glossy
mixture. If using food colouring, stir
through to give a marble effect.
Dollop the mixture into piles on
the lined baking sheet. Bake for
about 1½ to 2 hours or until dry and
crisp. Remove and cool. Store in an
airtight tin if not using immediately.

a bowl. Stir until the cream has
melted. Allow to cool to room
temperature; do not refrigerate.
When you are ready to serve, use
a balloon whisk or electric beater
to incorporate the remaining cream
into the ganache. It tends to stiffen
when left to stand, so make last
minute for a light mousse-like
texture.
To serve, dollop the chocolate
cream along the centre of a large
oval platter. Break up the meringues
and scatter them over the top,
along with the raspberries and
redcurrants. Finish with chocolate
shavings.

Make a ganache. Scald 200ml
of the double cream in a pan
(bring just to the boil then take
immediately off the heat) and pour
it over the chopped chocolate in

Long Weekends
by Rick Stein,
with photography by
James Murphy
(BBC Books, £25)
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A Taste
of the
World

Naked Wines is Cox & Kings’ wine club partner.
An online retailer, Naked Wines invests in
independent wine makers to source delicious wine
at the best possible prices. The result of connecting
wine makers and wine drinkers through direct
funding and honest feedback is a website full of
delicious and affordable wines.

Villebois Sancerre 2015
France, 12.5%
Sadly, in recent years the words
‘sauvignon blanc’ and ‘Sancerre’ have
come to epitomise the kind of stickwith-what-you-know wine selections
that make sommeliers yawn. However,
sauvignon blanc grapes – which
originated in the Loire valley around the
villages of Sancerre and Pouilly almost
500 years ago, before becoming the
New World staple of recent times –
gained popularity for good reason.
A well-crafted example is a very
satisfying, refreshing drink, and this is
a very fine example. In fact, it won a
‘Best in Show’ Platinum Medal at the
Decanter World Wine Awards 2016.

The owner of the Villebois winery, Joost
de Villebois, is the former chairman
of the Dutch Stock Exchange. Allying
the commercial nous of his business
background with the passion of his
French heritage, he has set about
turning a well-regarded Touraine winery
into a blossoming business with the
help of his wife, Miguela, and his chief
winemaker, Thierry Merlet.
If you like your white crisper than crisp,
you’ll love their Villebois Sancerre
2015. Intensely citrusy to the nose and
full of unctuous, gooseberry flavours
on the palate, it makes a refreshing
aperitif, a perfect accompaniment to
lobster (or so it says on the label) or, for
those enjoying a more modest meal, a
delicious companion for mussels and
goats cheese. Serve it at home and the
snooty sommeliers need never know!
Philip Hamilton-Grierson

COMPASS READER OFFER – SAVE £60
Compass is offering a £60 credit for you to try a delicious wine selection from
Naked Wines, valid against your first order of £99.99 or more.
To claim your credit, simply visit nakedwines.com/coxkings16 using the code
CXK101 and password ASP32XYN. Cannot be used in conjunction with any
other offer. Next day delivery as standard is £4.99.
Full terms and conditions available at nakedwines.com
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Virgile Joly L'Etoile de Saint Saturnin
France, 14%
Virgile Joly is a winemaker of
remarkable ability and passion, putting
back-breaking effort into producing
his wines in the sunny south-west
of France. His vines grow in the
Saint Saturnin terroir in the region of
Languedoc, an area with a viticultural
history dating back to Roman times.
Today, Virgile is president of the Saint
Saturnin wine growers union and
together they are pushing for their red
wines to become a Cru – a significant
recognition of its quality.

Virgile’s L'Etoile de Saint Saturnin opens
with a fruity aroma on the nose and slips
down with a silky smooth elegance.
Bold spicy notes and dark fruits then hit
the palate. The verdict is a rich, wellbalanced, easy-to-drink wine that can
happily be enjoyed on its own or with
cheese and fruit. Without noticing it,
you’ll be reaching for a second bottle.
Thomas Saunders

Rod Easthope, Martinborough Sauvignon Blanc, 2015
New Zealand, 13%

This Angel exclusive is produced by
Rod Easthope, currently one of the
most popular winemakers on the Naked
Wines site. Voted by their customers
as Winemaker of the Year in 2014, he
has been backed by the ‘Angels’ as an
independent winemaker, producing
spectacular bottles, just like this one,
solely for them.
This particular vintage comes from
Martinborough, the lesser-known
cousin of Marlborough. A hop across
the Cook Strait, the Martinborough
vineyards sit pretty on the North Island
of New Zealand, around 1.5 hours south
of Wellington. The different growing
conditions – limestone and clay soils, and

slightly warmer temperatures – knock out
the dry, grassier flavours often associated
with a Marlborough sauvignon blanc.
This particular wine is superb. The aroma
is rich, as is the taste; a mixture of floral,
citrus and mineral flavours, with hints of
lime and gooseberries. The flavour is well
developed, with a good balance between
acidity and sugar, and is smooth going
down. Due to its mix of complex flavours
and lightness, this wine would be perfect
as an aperitif, or served alongside seafood
and pasta.
Kimberley Hay
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Wilderness
Walks
In a brand new series, guidebook publisher Sawday’s is launching free online UK walking guides,
featuring a map, detailed instructions and local tips, plus the best of local places to stay on the way

Scotland's last wilderness: Walking Knoydart
A peninsula shaped by wilderness

It’s an adventure just getting to the
Knoydart Peninsula – this is Britain’s last
great wilderness, a landscape shaped by its
utter remoteness, a powerfully deep place
to re-engage with nature and nourish your
soul. You’ll find yourself in a vast space of
rocky ridges, looming Munros and enormous
skies. Some days you won’t bump into
another soul in this peaceful part of the
Western Highlands but you may spot minke
whales, eagles, otters and stags.
Stride out for 23 kilometres of gorse hills
from Inverie to the far‑flung western
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headland – a stunning adventure according
to our Sawday’s Owners on Knoydart. Bring
or borrow the OS map of the area from
our Owners to stay on the right path. You’ll
return to the best seafood fresh from the
surrounding waters, impromptu musical
shindigs in the pub and thrilling sunsets.
For more information visit:
sawdays.co.uk/britishwalks

SAWDAY'S WALKS

Route >>>
Distance: 23 km • Time: 5-6 hours
Difficulty: Easy/Intermediate • OS Map: 413

1. Set off from Inverie. Take the path west and
walk along the coast up the hill. Look back for
fantastic views of Inverie and Loch Nevis’s fjord-like
landscape – a little further along you’ll spot Mallaig
and the wide Sound of Sleat.

6. Hug the coastline up to Inverguseran until you
reach the southbound path that cuts back to
Inverie through windswept fields and broad glens,
then just follow the river down to the bridge above
thick forest.

2. Stride heather-covered hills between wide glens
with ravens and sea eagles soaring above. Take
the turning to Doune (it’s signposted) and witness
the ruins of rofts, abandoned after the Highland
clearances. Take the time to see traditional
blackhouses, corn kiln ruins and an Iron Age dun
(from which Doune gets its name).

7. Once on the west of the river, continue until
you descend through the trees, joining the Inverie
village road. Emerge a few metres from The Old
Forge where a well-deserved pint of beer has your
name on it.

3. Views of Skye and the Sound of Sleat are
mesmerising at this peaceful bay – especially at
sunset. Book ahead to enjoy an evening of the
freshest fish and seafood in the dining room at
Doune.
4. Trace the inlets along the coastline to beaches
only accessible by foot (you’ll probably have them
to yourselves) with long views to Rum and Muck
and good opportunities for wild swimming.
5. Follow the coast to Airor Bay – once Knoydart’s
largest settlement, now just a clutch of homes
alongside extensive evidence of the past. Spot
the traditional farming techniques, find out about
lazy beds.

Tips from the locals:
• At the mouth of Loch Nevis, cruise the Sound of
Sleat to see the UK’s last resident pod of orcas.
• Spot basking sharks, dolphins, porpoise and more
in this incredibly important marine habitat.
• Book ahead at Doune-Knoydart for home-grown
dinner at sunset. Crab fresh from the loch, locally
sourced lamb, homemade ice cream, seasonal
fruits from the garden, perhaps a wee dram to
follow.
Stay:
Find yourself neck-deep in hot water at Knoydart
House. From this luxury self-catering lodge's large
hot tub, there’s an award-winning view over the
loch – the quickest way to ease walk-weary limbs.
May as well have a glass of fizz too…
From £1,000 per week, accommodates up to 10.
Visit knoydarthouse.co.uk
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ROOTING FOR THE PLANET
From Canada to Papua New
Guinea, the Commonwealth
nations are coming together in
a groundbreaking initiative to
protect the world’s forests,
reports Cool Earth's
Chloe Rickard
Photography by Alicia Fox

Both regarded as royalty by the British public (one
literally, the other figuratively), the Queen and
Sir David Attenborough celebrated their 90th
birthdays in 2016. And despite their age, they
remain two of the most widely travelled people in
the world. And perhaps because of their age and
far reaching travel experience, they are also both
champions of the natural world: Sir David has
been outspoken in his support for environmental
preservation and protection from the start of his
career, whereas Her Majesty has never put Her
name to an environmental initiative. Until now.
This month an important scheme is being
launched from Buckingham Palace itself. The
Queen and notable guests, including Sir David
Attenborough, are pledging their support to a new
Commonwealth initiative to protect native forests
for future generations.
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Commonwealth nations are home to a fifth of
the world's forests: over 300 million hectares that
store 20 times the amount of carbon emitted by
the United States every year. Not only that, they
represent some of the most diverse, fascinating
and beautiful habitats on Earth. Protecting them
not only mitigates climate change and ensures a
future for millions of species but also means that
generations to come will be able to explore these
incredible forests.
The Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy (QCC)
initiative will unite all 53 Commonwealth countries,
allowing them to share knowledge and best
practice through a series of locally based projects
that together will protect the world’s forests. At the
heart of the scheme is a commitment to involve
local people in forest protection and management.
Several Commonwealth countries have already

CHARITY SPOTLIGHT

Supporting Cool Earth
is probably the most
effective thing we will
ever do.

provide incomes and homes for billions of people.
And they are habitats for some of the world’s most
endangered species.

Sir David Attenborough

Frank saw a unique opportunity to use Cool Earth’s
experience working with rainforest communities
across the globe, to form an alliance to protect
all kinds of forests for the future. Together
with the Royal Commonwealth Society and
the Commonwealth Forestry Association, Cool
Earth developed the project last year, before the
official launch at the Commonwealth Heads of
Government Meeting in Malta in November 2015.
One of the most exciting projects committed to
the Queen’s Commonwealth Canopy is Cool Earth’s
Orangerie Bay partnership in Papua New Guinea.
Papua New Guinea is a country of incredible
diversity. A thousand languages are spoken. Over
three quarters of the country is covered in the
world’s third largest rainforest, sheltering more
undiscovered species than anywhere else on Earth.
It is also poised on the brink of disaster. Once
replaced with palm oil, there is no chance for the
virgin forest to return.
In Milne Bay province, eastern Papua New Guinea,
where the rainforest meets the sea, Cool Earth
is working alongside the villages of Gadaisu,
Godidi, Kaifouna and Wabumari. These villages
are situated on the edge of the advancing palm
frontier and are strategically placed to shield the
pristine rainforest behind.

committed projects to the QCC initiative, from
Australia to Zambia.
The Duke and Duchess of Cambridge officially
unveiled Canada’s contribution during their visit
last month, a forest protection initiative in the
Great Bear Rainforest, British Columbia. This
temperate rainforest is one of the most pristine
wilderness environments on Earth, a region where
whales, wolves and eagles abound, along with the
eponymous spirit bears, notable for their white fur.
Australia has committed a 20-million-tree forest
restoration project as its contribution. In Mauritius,
727 hectares of degraded native forests across
five strategic locations will be restored to their
former glory. New Zealand has nominated no less
than 11 projects, with a further 32 in the pipeline.
The United Kingdom’s Epping Forest in Essex and

National Forest in central England are also now
members of the QCC. Projects in development
include a forest restoration project in the Eastern
Belt forests of Kodagu in India, the Omo Forest
Reserve in Nigeria, and 5,058 hectares of forest on
the Caribbean island of St Kitts.
The project is the brainchild of Frank Field MP.
With 50 years of campaigning experience, he has
worked tirelessly to improve the lives of children in
poverty and low paid workers around the world. In
2007, concerned by climate change, he launched
Cool Earth, the award-winning charity that works
alongside indigenous villages to halt rainforest
destruction.
The value of the world’s forests is undeniable.
They store half the world’s carbon and are a vital
weapon in our fight against climate change. They

Over a 7-year period, Cool Earth is aiming to
achieve zero deforestation within the partnership
areas and to double community incomes. They
will use exactly the same community-led approach
that has so far shielded millions of hectares of
rainforest from the loggers in Peru, Ecuador and the
Democratic Republic of Congo.
It is hoped that other countries in the
Commonwealth will soon be using Cool Earth’s
model of community conservation to protect
forests. Part of the Queen’s Commonwealth
Canopy initiative is an emphasis on knowledge
sharing. Cool Earth has already replicated
groundbreaking sustainable crop growing
techniques from Honduras to Peru and Papua New
Guinea, and now hopes that these best-practice
forest management models will spread throughout
the Commonwealth. •

To find out more about Cool Earth’s work
and how you can help local people protect
rainforest, visit coolearth.org.
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Researching Crusoe’s Island: A
Rich and Curious History of Pirates,
Castaways and Madness led acclaimed
historian Andrew Lambert to the
remote Chilean archipelago of Juan
Fernandez. In a post-Brexit era, it
also led him to ponder our romantic
notions about splendid isolation.

Lying in the South Pacific some 480km due west
of Valparaiso, nearer 650km from Santiago, Juan
Fernandez – now known as Robinson Crusoe
Island – has a population of around 500, mostly
descended from late 19th-century colonists.
Everyone lives in the village of San Juan Bautista
on Cumberland Bay, the only secure anchorage.
Commodore George Anson named it for King
George II’s son, shortly before he achieved
enduring fame at the Battle of Culloden. Lord
Anson’s Valley is the best address, a reminder of his
four-month residence. The unique pre-contact flora
and fauna, devastated by human intervention,
can be traced on the higher slopes of the island,
while teeming seal and sea lion colonies reflect
the richness of the ocean. This is an easy place to
live, but unlike Crusoe’s island it has yet to find a
significant economic outlet. Tourism remains small
scale, lacking the beaches, hotels, and accessibility
needed for the mass market, and too far from
the cruise ship routes for passing trade. Although
frequently visited, and used as a prison for almost
a century, world events rarely troubled the island.
There was an exception in March 1915, when
British and German warships fought in Cumberland
Bay; the German cruiser Dresden is still there, 65
metres down.
I went there to work on a film about Crusoe, the
real life castaway Alexander Selkirk, with whom
Crusoe’s story has become inextricably enmeshed
across the past three centuries, and Anson, who
used the island as a base for the most audacious
naval operation in history, capturing the fabulous
Manila Galleon twenty years later. By the time
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Anson arrived, Defoe’s ubiquitous book had made
the island ‘English’. Although no formal claim of
sovereignty was ever made, such was the rich
and varied ‘English’ history of this distant Chilean
territory that in 1919 the Foreign Office was
confident such a claim could be made, should it
become necessary. A month of exploration and
endless discussion with my German colleagues
brought out two themes: Englishness and isolation.
The English relationship with continents could be
understood through this tiny speck of green amid
the vast blue of the South Pacific. Here was an
island so small it was only settled in the 1880s,
one which could hardly be further from England,
yet fixed at the cultural centre of 18th-century
Englishness.
The English began to stress the importance of
insularity in the 15th-century, responding to the
centralising tendencies in Europe, where France
and Spain assumed ever larger size, and potential
Universal Monarchies secular and spiritual – the
Holy Roman Empire and the Papacy – tried to
subject the English Crown to external authority.
Thomas More stressed the point in Utopia, his
idealised England combined insularity with
civilisation, and Henry VIII built the Royal Navy

COMPASS POINTS

Crusoe’s fortitude in avoiding despair and mania.
He wanted more Englishmen to venture out into
the world, find their own islands and open new
trades because the European markets were closed
and restricted. I suspect he would have composed
a far better case for Brexit than the ‘Leave’
Campaign.
Today, Crusoe’s Island, despite a significant
population, remains open for Selkirkian isolation.
Between the wars a Dresden survivor lived up in the
hills, only to be removed as a security risk when war
came. Anyone seeking real isolation needs to take a
boat from Juan Fernandez to the other large island
in the group – Mas Afuera, now named Selkirk,
although he never visited. No one lives there. Goat
hunts are conducted there, but getting ashore
remains dangerous and there is nowhere to anchor
a ship. The only islander I met who had lived there
did so on his honeymoon. There is no record of
outsiders choosing to be marooned.

to secure that insular independence. The English
exchanged European ambitions for oceanic
prospects, seeking out new islands to occupy,
exploit and develop. Defoe’s hero revived that
agenda early in the Hanoverian era, less than a
decade after newly unified Britain had become the
dominant naval / commercial power. Crusoe was
an exhortation to go forth and develop new worlds,
even if they were uninhabited.
Defoe drew some of his inspiration from the story
of Alexander Selkirk, a Scots-born buccaneer who
spent four years living alone on Juan Fernandez.
He had come ashore rather than continue on a
voyage to disaster, but the isolation challenged
his sanity. He lost his speech, from lack of practice,
recovered his health and made his peace with God.
Once back afloat with fellow buccaneers he quickly
reverted to his old ways: thieving, carousing and
escaping the restraint of settled society by going
back to sea. He died of disease on the African coast
before learning that his alter ego had become a
cultural phenomenon. Half a century later, poet
William Cowper caught Selkirk’s mood: unable to
deal with modern life he had retreated into a form
of internal isolation (as captured in his poem The
Castaway).

I suspect he would have composed
a far better case for Brexit than the
‘Leave’ Campaign
Selkirk’s response to isolation – loneliness, despair
and profound reflection – was not uncommon.
Humans are social creatures: very few seek
permanent isolation. Defoe explored isolation
in his story but saw nothing noble, uplifting or
advantageous in it. Viewing the world from the
comfort of his library in a London suburb, he quickly
peopled the island, giving Crusoe a population
to rule, laws to uphold and profits to make. While
Crusoe’s island was located in the Caribbean,
Defoe borrowed Man Friday, a Mosquito Indian
who had been marooned on Juan Fernandez, from
William Dampier’s buccaneer narrative, one of
many sources he exploited. Defoe saw no value in
solitude. He represented progress by emphasising

The trouble with isolation is that travel is about
learning and reflecting. We go to the ends
of the Earth to reflect on the experience and
communicate it to others. I suspect my response
to Crusoe’s Island is fairly typical: I wanted to
share the experience, and the meaning, with
others. I sent postcards (a recent tsunami meant
the internet was very intermittent), scribbled in
my copies of Crusoe and Anson’s Voyage, and
began to shape a more holistic response. Not that
this was the ultimate in isolation – I’ve been to
the High Arctic. The key, as Selkirk discovered, is
self-awareness: turning the lack of society into a
luxury, focusing on specifics without the endless
and rapidly growing background clutter of modern
life. It is a release to be out of electronic range,
to spend days without an occasion to speak or
listen, but there was always going to be a book,
beginning with a journal of events and ideas, rich in
wonder, overwritten with new insights, concluding
with the ticket home. I used the book to examine
English insularity, a form of self-imposed isolation,
against a backdrop of the Scottish Referendum
and anticipating the European decision. I was not
surprised... •

Crusoe's Island: A Rich and
Curious History of Pirates,
Castaways and Madness
by Andrew Lambert is
published by
Faber & Faber
(£20.00)
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Sceptics said London’s new Crossrail transport system was for the birds.
How right they were, reports Compass editor Jennifer Cox
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BEHIND THE SCENES

In 2007, as London’s transport network groaned under the weight of
the 1.34 billion commuters, tourists and locals who annually move
around the city, a new 118km railway line was announced. Crossrail
would link outlying suburbs with the capital, helping to alleviate the
strain on the existing network. But as work started and 21km of
twin tunnels were excavated beneath the city, 20km away another
altogether more surprising network was taking shape.
For many years Wallasea island was an uninhabited stretch of ancient
Essex coastal marshland, 16km from the Thames Gateway. Close to
Southend-on-Sea and the Essex sailing town of Burnham-on-Crouch,
the area frequently flooded as coastal erosion and rising sea levels
spilled over the sea walls. But over the last 6 years, Europe's largest civil
engineering project – a collaboration between the RSPB and Crossrail
– has transformed the site into Europe's largest marine habitat
conservation area.
The Wallasea Wild Coast Project aims to recreate the ancient
wetland landscape of mudflats and saltmarsh, lagoons and pasture,
transforming an area twice the size of the city of London into a tidal
wetland for local and migrating birds. And the network of habitats
was created using Crossrail tunnel spoil. Three million tonnes of
excavated soil was transported on specially adapted barges up the
Thames, to be deposited on Wallasea island.
“Crossrail needed somewhere to dispose of the tunnel spoil,’’ explains
Wallasea island project manager Chris Tyas,”And we needed a huge
quantity of material with which to build up Wallasea’s seawalls and
elevate the island.”
And the results have been astounding, with 10,000 migrating birds
spotted on Wallasea last winter and 15,000 expected this winter,
many of whom, it is hoped, will stay and breed. This is due, in no small
part, to the quality of the Crossrail soil: it is so rich in bird-friendly
nutrients, a single cubic metre of mud is said to contain as much
energy as 16 Mars bars. “It’s going to be superb for wildlife,” Chris
continues, “Combined with the adjacent Allfleet’s marsh, we expect
around 50,000 over-wintering birds to visit the site in the future.”
The Wallasea Wild Coast Project is due for completion in 2019 and
will include 23km of paths, with hides, screens and mounds offering
excellent opportunities to observe birds, including lapwings, grey
plovers, curlews, redshanks, avocets, teal and spoonbills. There are
currently 10km of pathways to explore and a rudimentary hide from
which to observe them. And the site is so big, nesting birds weren’t
disturbed by the 18,000 wildlife enthusiasts who visited this year.
Wallasea island from helicopter

As the days shorten and temperatures fall, vast numbers of migrating
birds are heading to these Essex marshes. Visitors can access the
island via a tidal causeway or by ferry from Burnham-on-Crouch.
When Queen Elizabeth II celebrated her 90th birthday this summer,
it was announced that when it goes into operation in 2018, Crossrail
will be known as the Elizabeth Line. Over in Wallasea the birds will also
receive a royal welcome, as this summer, the largest of the wetlands
was named the Jubilee Lagoon. •
For further information on Wallasea island and the wetland project
visit rspb.org.uk/wallasea.

Sunset over Wallasea island © Nick Gregan
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
Compiled by Philip Hamilton-Grierson

Complete the cryptic crossword for your chance to win a copy of Can You Solve My Problems? A casebook of ingenious,
perplexing and totally satisfying puzzles by Alex Bellos.


















THE PRIZE

The bestselling author of Alex’s Adventures
in Numberland tells the story of the puzzle
through 125 of the world’s best brainteasers.
This book is packed full of eye-opening
anecdotes, brain-stretching ideas and
thoroughly addictive puzzles.

HOW TO ENTER



All entries must be received by 31 March
2017. Please send your entry, including your
full name, address and postcode to:













Compass Crossword Competition
c/o John Patterson, Cox & Kings Travel Ltd, 6th
Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE
Or email your answers to
promotions@coxandkings.co.uk

SUMMER ISSUE WINNERS






For the last issue we gave away five pairs
of tickets to see the ballet Cinderella at the
London Coliseum. The five winners were Mr
and Mrs Zvesper, Orlanda Otley, Dr Mike
Steward, Mr Ian Gutsell and Mrs Barbara Jean
Bennett.

TERMS & CONDITIONS


ACROSS
1 Audibly control feline on endless
beach - follows deluge (4, 4, 3, 4)
7 Can see two colours rot amid chic
blend (11)
9 Rutherford discovered this process of
acceleration run wild (7, 8)
10 Allowed absorption of liquid from
cosmos edge (7)
11 MI6 gets point of Pope Sixtus (7)
12 Spreads out to fix a top up (7)
15 Brief street dance leads to strife (7)
17 Concentrate! Initially, Sir Eglamour’s in
a terrible scene (7)
18 A path to Doris’s outing (7)
19 Force pushchair around the first of
early morning (11)
20 Striplings are frothers and dozers (15)

DOWN
1 Flighty Oberon, I’d flog low Puck (5, 10)
2 Medicine capsules start to cure pain
by initiating toxic shock (7)
3 What traffic lights may do to change at
point in the road? (4, 3)
4 Because internalising crooked smile is
futile (7)

6 Foggy days end vileness of capital
vices (5, 6, 4)
7 Islamised trouble around European
Community causes splits into tenths
(11)
8 It’s hot in America and I’m in the soup
about impudence (5, 6)
13 Terrible upset about English for
‘tighten’ (5, 2)

15 Force Wyvern to have nothing (7)
16 Bribe involves phone conversation
about shell (7)

Compass • Winter 2016-17

Answers to the summer 2016 crossword:

5 Discovers horse is up to carrying 100
tons intermittently (7)

14 Ship is right out of banner (7)
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1. The closing date for entries is midday (GMT) on
31 March 2017.
2. The competition is open to individual residents
of the UK aged 18 or over, except employees
of Cox & Kings, their associated, affiliated or
subsidiary companies, and their families, agents,
or anyone connected with this competition, including
the third-party promotional partners.
3. The winners will be drawn at random on 1 April
2017 from all correct entries received prior to the close
of the competition.
4. The prize is a copy of Can You Solve My Problems by
Alex Bellos.
5. T
 he promoter of the competition is Cox & Kings
Travel Ltd, 6th Floor, 30 Millbank, London SW1P 4EE.
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PUZZLE PAGE

PUZZLE PAGE
Are you good at logic puzzles (if so, maybe you can explain why they always seem to involve apples and trousers)? Does your
heart beat faster at the thought of a conundrum, pangram or roguesome riddle? Then you will love the new collection of brainteasers from mathematician and Guardian science blogger Alex Bellos. Try this for size (answers below, but no peeking!)

Are you a genius at geography?
1)

What is the largest city in Europe whose name
(in English) has only one syllable?

6)

Which European country shares a border with 		
the most European countries?

2)

Which U.S. state is closest to Africa?
Florida
North Carolina
New York
Massachusetts
Maine

7)

List the following in order of population.
Shetland Islands
Isle of Man
Isle of Wight
Jersey
Falkland Islands

3)

Order the following cities from west to east.
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Liverpool
Manchester
Plymouth

8)

Which country in the world has the longest 			
coastline?

9)

France is the country with the largest 			
number of time zones (12), because 				
the French Republic includes its overseas 			
territories and departments.
But which is the largest country to have a single 		
time zone?

10)

Aconcagua, Mount Elbrus, Mount Kilimanjaro 			
and Mount McKinley are the highest peaks in 			
South America, Europe, Africa and North America.
Rank them in order of height.

4)

5)

Order the following cities from north to south.
Algiers
Halifax, Nova Scotia
Paris
Seattle
Tokyo
Order the following cities from north to south.
Buenos Aires
Cape Town
Easter Island
Montevideo
Perth, Australia

CAN YOU SOLVE
MY PROBLEMS?
A casebook of ingenious,
perplexing and totally
satisfying puzzles
by Alex Bellos,
is published
by Guardian Faber
in November (£14.99)

1) Rome.
2) Maine, because the northern Atlantic coast of the US stretches more towards the east than 		
you might think.
3) Glasgow, Plymouth, Edinburgh, Liverpool, Manchester, since Scotland tilts towards the west.
4) Paris, Seattle, Halifax, Algiers, Tokyo.
5) Easter Island, Perth, Cape Town, Buenos Aires, Montevideo.
6) Germany. Its nine neighbours are, in clockwise order, Denmark, Poland, Czech Republic, 		
Austria, Switzerland, France, Luxembourg, Belgium, Netherlands.
7) From smallest to largest: Falkland Islands, Shetland Islands, Isle of Man, Jersey, Isle of Wight.
8) Canada.
9) China has a single time zone, remarkably, even though its east–west distance is about 3,000 		
miles, just under twice the distance from London to Moscow.
10) Aconagua, 6,962m; Mount McKinley, 6,194m; Mount Kilimanjaro, 5,892m; Mount Elbrus, 5,642m.
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One Giant Leap

XXXXXXX

On that trip, perhaps my senses were
heightened, but everything tasted full of
flavour. Watermelon, tzatziki and retsina:
all of these were new and unfamiliar. And
I loved them all. Even the tomatoes were
more intensely flavoured than any I had
tried before. Though it is 40 years ago and
I have no photographs of that trip (none of
us had a camera, which seems impossible
now), I remember every detail of it. Perhaps
the most surreal moments were in what’s
known as Butterfly Valley, an area with
dense vegetation. We went by donkey up
a track and found ourselves surrounded
by thousands and thousands of tiger moth
butterflies, the bright red on the underside
of their wings flashing all around us as they
fluttered above our heads.

Bestselling author Victoria Hislop, writer of the
acclaimed novels The Island and The Sunrise,
looks back on her first family holiday abroad
in Greece and why the country still holds
a very special place in her heart.

U

ntil I was well into my teens I had
only left England twice, for two
short trips across the channel
to France. Family holidays were
always spent in Kent (where
we lived) or, when my parents were feeling
adventurous, in Sussex. I had no idea what
the Mediterranean was, let alone what it
looked like. My first sight of it was mindblowing and I believe that I appreciated it all
the more because I had not been introduced
to such beauty from an early age. It makes
me strangely grateful to my parents that we
spent all those years freezing to death on
beaches in Bognor Regis or Ramsgate.
My first trip to Greece was with my
mother and sister. We flew to Athens. I
had no experience of such heat and had
never seen such a blue sky. Our visit to
the Parthenon on a hot day in July was
arduous but made a huge impression. It
seemed to gleam. Somehow, because I
was unprepared for its size and beauty, the
impact seemed all the greater. I loved all
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the things that most people disliked about
Athens at that time: the dust, the noise of
traffic, the incomprehensibility of the street
signs (the city was transformed for the 2004
Olympics with a metro and better signage,
but in 1976 it was wonderfully chaotic). After
a few days wandering in Athens, trying to
take in the antiquity of everything I saw, we
went to Piraeus and took a ferry to Paros,
one of the islands of the Cyclades. Once
again, it was the ‘blue’ that really astonished
me. Before that day when we arrived in this
paradise, I had only swum in the murky,
greenish waters of the English Channel. The
warmth and transparency of the Aegean
Sea were beyond anything I could ever
have imagined. Perhaps I had not been
curious, but I had no idea that swimming
could feel like this. Forty years later, I still
have a collection of shells that I sifted from
the fine, pale sand (a change from the grey
pebbles that I thought were the definition of
the word ‘beach’). They were tiny, many of
them half the size of my little fingernail, and
perfectly formed.

This visit to Athens and Paros was the
beginning of a life-long passion for Greece.
In the intervening years I have been every
year; I have visited more than 25 islands
and resorts all around the mainland coast.
For me, Greece is no longer just a summer
destination. It has a different and equally
unique beauty in winter, and I have travelled
from the far south-west corner of the
Peloponnese to the far north-east, where
Greece meets Turkey, and visited almost
every city. I have a house in Crete and rent
a flat in Athens, and study the language
each day. My many friends in Greece have
introduced me to the country’s music and
culture, so I am constantly learning and
taking in new sounds and sights. Cretan
music has a particularly distinctive sound;
each summer I go to many of the local
village celebrations where hundreds of
people gather to dance to live music played
on the lyra and bouzouki.
Greece is a relatively small country with a
population not much greater than London’s,
yet it more than makes up for its size with
its variety of landscape and the complexity
of its history, which endlessly fascinate and
inspire me. I have little doubt that my first and
revelatory trip to Greece was life-changing,
and even less doubt that the timing of it was
crucial too – not too early, not too late. •

Cartes Postales
from Greece
by Victoria Hislop
was published by
Headline in hardback
priced £19.99 on
22nd September.
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